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ABSTRACT
A CASE STUDY OF MENTORING PROCESSES
IN THE STUDENT TEACHING COMPONENT OF ONE
ELEMENTARY PRESERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM
MAY 1994
MARION FARRELL TEMPLETON
B.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.ED., WESTFIELD STATE COLLEGE
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Masha K. Rudman

The intent of this study was to describe the complex phenomenon of mentoring
student teachers in one elementary teacher education program. A case study research
design was used. Interviews, observations, and an examination of documents were
used to uncover two major themes, support and challenge, across the three central
topics of curriculum, classroom management, and school culture. An operational
definition of preservice mentoring was constructed, using the literature as well as data
from the participants:
Emergent teachers moving through the teacher education continuum of
preservice, induction, and inservice, construct a mentoring system to
help them manage their professional growth and development: a unique
network of people who support and challenge them with curriculum,
classroom management, and the school culture. A mentor/protege
relationship is characterized by shared beliefs, negotiation, reciprocity,
commitment, collegiality, nurturance, and respect for the autonomy of
the protege along a developmental path of initiation, reciprocity,
separation, and redefinition, always with a goal of increased selfreliance. (Templeton, 1994).
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The study focused on the cooperating teacher/student teacher relationship that
occurs during the student teaching semester in order to arrive at a description of the
vital elements that are central to mentoring in preservice teacher education. The
study described the context underlying the collaborative mentoring support system that
operates within this elementary teacher education program. The questions that guided
this inquiry were
’“How does mentoring operate in the cooperating teacher/student teacher
relationship in the student teaching component of one elementary preservice teacher
education program?
*What do cooperating teachers and student teachers identify as the key
elements of mentoring relationships in the student teaching component of one
elementary preservice teacher education program?
The study revealed that mentoring occurs at many different levels during
teacher development and is interpreted in many different ways, both in the mentoring
literature and in practice. Phases of the mentoring relationship were experienced in
the same order, but in varying intervals by each of the three student teachers. These
phases were initiation, reciprocity, separation, and redefinition.
The study may provide a basis for guiding others interested in incorporating
mentoring into their teacher education programs. Teacher educators could benefit
from this study because the data may exhibit elements which will contribute to a
systemic model of mentoring at the preservice level. It is important for teacher
educators to start thinking about the skills they need to provide, model, and encourage
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preservice mentoring processes because mentoring can be a critical element in
providing a bridge between preservice education and induction into teaching.
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CHAPTER I

RATIONALE AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

The purpose of this dissertation is to gain greater understanding about
preservice mentoring relationships during student teaching by providing a
comprehensive and descriptive study of mentoring in a particular elementary
preservice teacher education program.
In order to arrive at a description of the vital elements that are central to
mentoring in preservice teacher education, the focus will be on the cooperating
teacher/student teacher relationship that occurs during the student teaching semester.
For purposes of this study, a preservice student teacher is defined as one who is in
the field experience classroom two days or more. The dissertation will also describe
the collaborative mentoring support system that operates within this elementary
teacher education program.

Researcher’s Assumptions and Biases

When I first undertook this study two factors piqued my interest in the topic of
mentoring; a report from the Joint Task Force on Teacher Preparation (JTTP) and a
personal mentoring experience. In 1987, the state of Massachusetts published Making
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Teaching a Major Profession: Recommendations of the Joint Task Force on Teacher
Preparation (JTTP), a policy paper whose purpose was to improve teacher education
in the state colleges and universities. The report based the final stage of teacher
preparation on a mentor teacher model. The premise was that veteran master teachers
could be trained as mentors and matched with beginning teachers to induct them into
the work force. This discussion about mentoring in the reform reports caused me to
reflect on my own recent serendipitous mentoring experience with a senior colleague
in a teacher education setting. I benefitted professionally from that relationship
because my mentor took a genuine interest in my career and recommended me for my
current job as a teacher educator.
I have been immersed in elementary education for many years; first as a
classroom teacher and now as a preservice teacher educator. My multiple roles as
elementary supervisor, instructor, advisor, and field placement coordinator have given
me numerous opportunities to mentor preservice students. Throughout my
involvement with the University of Massachusetts Amherst Elementary Teacher
Education Program (ETEP), I have noticed that mentoring processes are valued and
an integral part of the program.
Many educators subscribe to the notion that there is a continuum of
professional growth from preservice teacher education through an induction period, a
settling in to the profession, and on through the inservice years (Cole & Watson,
1991; Huling-Austin, 1990; Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986; Ryan, 1980; Fuller,

1969). I believe mentoring is one way of assisting teachers to move along the
lifelong learning continuum.
While for experienced teachers professional development programs may be the
natural avenues for encouraging and supporting activities for mentoring, induction
into the teaching profession might be easier and less stressful for novice teachers if a
mentoring relationship between a student teacher and a cooperating teacher existed
during their student teaching. I believe mentoring during preservice education can
ease the transition from being a student to becoming a teacher.

Rationale

Mentoring occurs at many different levels during teacher development and is
interpreted in many different ways, both in the mentoring literature and in practice.
The intent of my dissertation is to observe the complex phenomenon of preservice
mentoring as it occurs in the student teaching component of one elementary teacher
education program. The resulting data could provide a basis for guiding others
interested in incorporating mentoring in their teacher education programs. Teacher
educators could benefit from this study because the data may exhibit elements which
will contribute to a systemic model of mentoring at the preservice level. It is
important for teacher educators to start thinking about the skills they need to provide,
model, and encourage preservice mentoring processes because mentoring can be a
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critical element in providing a bridge between preservice education and induction into
teaching.

Historical Underpinnings of Mentoring

The historical roots of mentoring help set a long-term context for how
educators currently view this phenomenon. The first clearly-recorded instance of a
mentoring relationship in the Western world is found in Homer’s Bronze Age epic,

The Odyssey. According to Homer, Odysseus entrusted his household and the
education of his son, Telemachus, to Mentor upon setting out for Troy. Thus, the
term mentor became proverbial for a wise and trustworthy counselor. The father-like
relationship that developed between Mentor and young Telemachus set a standard for
characterizing future mentoring relationships (Merriam, 1983).
In the classical sense, the term mentor describes someone who impacts all
aspects of a protege’s life. History is replete with examples of informal and formal
mentoring used as a way of assisting individuals during times of transition in their
lives e.g. Socrates and Plato, Freud and Jung, Lorenze de Medici and Michelangelo,
Hayden and Beethoven, Boas and Mead, Margaret Mead and Gail Sheehy, Helen
Keller and Anne Sullivan (Merriam, 1983; Gray & Gray, 1988). "Inherent within the
mentor-protege relationship is the potential for transformation and empowerment of
both the mentor and protege" (Head & Gray, 1988). In the process of the dissertation
I go beyond the classical definition of mentoring to point out the influence of multiple
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mentors in preservice mentoring and to propose that mentoring is a many-faceted,
complex relationship. I have constructed an operational definition of preservice
mentoring as a result of this study.

Mentoring in the Reform Reports of the 1980’s

A number of national teacher education reform reports from the mid-1980’s
acknowledge the need for a transition period between preservice training (teacher
training) and inservice teaching (fully-employed teacher) in order to assist novice
teachers and increase retention. Mentoring during the induction phase, the first few
years of teaching, was recommended as one way of easing this transition. The
National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) Redesign (1985);
the Holmes Group Report, Tomorrow's Teachers (1986); and the Carnegie Forum
Report, A Nation Prepared: Teachers for the 21st Century (1986) all recommended a
supported induction period for beginning teachers as a bridge between the two phases
(Huling-Austin, 1990). These reports also articulated the need to reform teacher
education along with K-12 education because their authors believed that many
promising teachers were leaving the profession because there was no support given
once they finished preservice training. In the 1990 "First Annual Survey of Critical

Issues in Teacher Education," 944 members of the Association of Teacher Educators
(ATE) rated mentoring beginning teachers as one of two critical issues for improving
teacher education (Buttery).
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Mentoring in Massachusetts: The JTTP Report

In data compiled by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education (AACTE) in December of 1987, almost all states reported activity at the
state level related to teacher induction and mentoring (Neuwiler, 1987). In
Massachusetts, that same year, the Massachusetts Institute for Social and Economic
Research (MISER) combined statistics from the retirement bureau and the certification
board to predict a shortage of teachers after 1991. The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts reacted by publishing a policy paper entitled, Making Teaching a Major

Profession: Recommendations of the Joint Task Force on Teacher Preparation
(JTTP). Its purpose was to make "recommendations to the Chancellor of Higher
Education and the Commissioner of Education for improving teacher education in the
state colleges and universities within the public system of higher education" (1987,
preface). This document provided the rationale for the enactment of previously
legislated, two-stage certification. As is currently the practice in many other states,
after October 1994, provisional status will be granted at the Baccalaureate level and
standard certification granted after the successful completion of a Clinical Master’s
Program. Borrowed from the medical model, the vision is that on-site support will be
given to teachers during the early years of teaching by assigning a mentor teacher to
each novice teacher.
In Massachusetts, the intent of the Clinical Master’s is, in part, that mandated
mentoring be achieved within the context of a collaborative partnership between the
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colleges and the school districts. According to the authors of the JTTP Report, the
development of a core of mentor teachers who will supervise and support novice
teachers while working closely with college-based faculty will strengthen the role for
school-based professionals such as cooperating teachers (1987, p. 3).
"School-university collaboration had been recognized as an effective strategy
for improving educational practice since the time of Dewey (1899), who envisioned
close working relationships between schools and universities as a way of providing
new ideas to school practitioners" (Goodlad, 1992). The University of Massachusetts
at Amherst Elementary Teacher Education Program (ETEP) is built on the precepts of
Dewey. It will not be difficult for them to follow the guidelines of the JTTP because
they have a long history of collaboration with cooperating school districts. For many
years, ETEP has provided preservice and inservice training for elementary teachers.
Often the student teachers do their student teaching in the classrooms of ETEP
graduates. ETEP will continue to offer training for all school personnel, including
administrators and veteran teachers, for their new and expanding roles in the
certification process.

Statement of the Problem

There is no clear conceptualization of the phenomenon of mentoring as it
relates to the student teaching component of preservice teacher education. There are
many differing definitions of mentoring that attempt to explain the complex
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phenomenon of mentoring, but not enough is known about the naturally occurring
mentoring processes taking place in preservice teacher education. My study will
describe what transpires in preservice mentoring relationships.

Methodology

A case study research design based on the qualitative paradigm was used.
Through stories and an examination of documents, an in-depth look at preservice
mentoring during student teaching within one elementary teacher education program
was used to examine the nature of the preservice mentoring relationship. Using
qualitative methodology, elements found within this case contributed to development
of a systemic model of mentoring at the preservice level. The questions that guide this
inquiry are

*How does mentoring operate in the cooperating teacher/student teacher
relationship in the student teaching component of one elementary preservice
teacher education program?

’•‘What do cooperating teachers and student teachers identify as the key
elements of mentoring relationships in the student teaching component of one
elementary preservice teacher education program?
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Outline of the Dissertation

Chapter I: Rationale and Statement of the Problem

Mentoring can be a key ingredient of successful induction for teachers moving
from preservice training to full-time employment in the profession. There is no clear
conceptualization of the phenomenon of mentoring as it relates to the student teaching
component of preservice teacher education. Mentoring occurs at many different
levels during teacher development and is interpreted in many different ways, both in
the mentoring literature and in practice.

Chapter II: Review of the Literature

The review of the literature provided the theoretical foundation for the study of
mentoring processes in preservice teacher education. The areas described were:
mentor roles and definitions, mentoring and adult development, mentoring and career
development, and phases/levels of the mentoring relationship.

Chapter ID: Methodology and Procedures

A qualitative case study research design was used. Through interviews and
examination of documents, an in-depth look at preservice mentoring within the student
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teaching component of one elementary teacher education program was used to
examine the nature of preservice mentoring relationships.

Chapter IV: Data Presentation and Analysis

The data are displayed through a case study. As part of the analysis, the case
study data were juxtaposed against the systemic model of preservice mentoring
derived from the literature review. Themes and patterns in the data that responded to
the research questions are described and documented along with brief excerpts from
interview transcripts and the documents examined.

Chapter V: Conclusions

A brief summary of the dissertation (2-3 pages maximum) is followed by
sections about interpreting the results more broadly, implications of the results for
preservice teacher educators (including university supervisors and cooperating
teachers) and students studying mentoring processes, and recommendations for further
research.

CHAPTER H

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The review of the literature provides the theoretical foundation for the study.
The areas described are mentor roles and definitions, mentoring and adult
development, mentoring and career development, mentoring in education, and patterns
of mentoring.

Mentor Roles and Definitions

The term, "mentoring", has been defined in many different ways, both in the
literature and in practice. Sharan Merriam found that the literature on mentoring is
biased in favor of the phenomenon and not clearly conceptualized. Her research
showed that a mentor could be defined simply as one who takes an interest in
another’s professional career (Merriam, 1983). Michael Fagan also (1982) devised a
short definition to enable researchers and practitioners to do research and foster
mentoring. According to Fagan, a mentor is "an experienced adult who befriends
(acts as a friend) and guides a less experienced person" (Fagan & Walter, 1982, p.
113). The above definitions were indeed simplistic but served as a reasonable
departure from which to investigate preservice mentoring.
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Many models of career and adult development equate the ideal time to be a
mentor with middle age. Other models allude to the notion that there are phases and
levels to the mentoring relationship.

Mentoring and Adult Development

From the legacy of famous mentoring relationships comes the sense of
mentoring as a powerful emotional interaction between an older and younger
person, a relationship in which the older member is trusted, loving, and
experienced in the guidance of the younger. The mentor helps shape the
growth and development of the younger person (Merriam, 1983).

Most developmental theorists agree with Erikson’s life cycle research that
suggests mentoring occurs during the middle-aged period of adult development in
which the psycho-social task for midlife is to resolve the issue of generativity versus
stagnation (Erikson, 1963). Generativity is a concern for and an interest in guiding
the next generation. Merriam cautions that ’’the linking of mentoring to adult growth
and development is still in its nascent stages and there is little empirical evidence that
suggests that one cannot succeed without a mentor" (1983).
One of the first studies that confirmed the importance of mentoring in its
classical sense was the Levinson study of forty men that compared the development of
man to the four seasons of the year: spring, summer, fall, and winter. What was of
particular interest to me was that researchers found that every successful man in the
study admitted to having a mentor at one point in his career. In Seasons of a Man 's

Life, a mentor is defined as an older person who has more seniority in the profession.
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This person acts as a teacher, sponsor, counselor, host, guide, and exemplar who
supports and facilitates the realization of the young man’s dream (Levinson et al.,
1978).
Levinson’s career stage theory focuses on four distinct phases of adult
development:
1. Getting Into the Adult World (early to late 20s)...a time of exploration
2. Settling Down Stage (early 30s)...long range planning, deeper
commitment
3. Becoming One’s Own Man (35-39)... great importance of mentors or
coaches..person typically feels constrained by persons or groups who exert
influence over them...therefore this stage usually marks the end of very
intimate relationships
4. Midlife Transition (40 -45)...disparity between attainment and the dream

Later in his study, Levinson alludes to the fact that not all mentoring
relationships need to resemble the relationship between Mentor and Telemachus.
Levinson differentiates between "good mentors" and "good-enough mentors" (see
section on primary and secondary mentors).

Mentoring and Career Development

Knowledge of predictable patterns in career development enabled me to
forecast when a person would most likely need a mentor to advance in their career
and also when a person was most apt to be interested in mentoring another. Donald
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E. Super’s Life-Career Model (1980) and Kathy Kram’s Phases of the Mentoring
Relationship Model (1983) provided the underpinnings for the "rainbow" prototype
model of Schockett, Yoshimura, Beyard-Tyler, & Haring (1983). The "rainbow"
prototype and Lou Ann Darling’s Mentor Mosaic Model (1986) were also pivotal to
my arriving at a definition of mentoring in preservice teacher education.

The Life-Career Model

Donald E. Super’s Life-Career Model is an example of life-span, life-space
approach to career development (1980). According to Super, a career is defined as
the combination of roles played by a person during the course of a lifetime. These
roles include: child, student, leisurite (person in pursuit of leisure-time activities),
citizen, worker, spouse, homemaker, parent, and pensioner (retiree). The major agerelated life stages are: growth (age 0-15), exploration (age 15-25), establishment (age
25-42), maintenance (age 42-65), and decline (age 65 -death). According to the
author, the model has two major uses:
1. It teaches the concept of Life-Career (including the notions of life stages,
life space, and life-style) and it highlights the interactive nature of the variety
of roles constituting a career. It also shows how self-actualization can be
achieved in varying combinations of life roles.
2. It can be used as a counseling guide to help people analyze their own
careers to date, and project them into the future.
Super also speaks to the Life Cycle and Career Patterns: the waxing and
waning of roles. He states that "roles increase and decrease in importance with the
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life stage in which a person finds himself, according to the developmental tasks which
are encountered with increasing age. Temporal importance is a function of the
amount of time that playing a role requires or makes desirable, both formally and
informally” (1980, p. 288-96).

"Rainbow" Mentoring Model

The "rainbow” Mentoring Model (Schockett, Yoshimura, Beyard-Tyler, &
Haring, 1983) is a prototype of a functional mentoring model which was a
compilation of Super and Kram’s aforementioned models. After an extensive review
of the mentoring literature, the authors arrived at their own model by drawing from
the views of developmental psychologists and organizational management theorists.
Their "rainbow" model emphasized the functions of a mentor within the context of
total personality development and stressed the process of mentoring within the
mentor-protege relationship. Schockett et al. hypothesized that it was the behavior of
a mentor or the nature of the mentor-protege relationship which defined mentoring.
Super’s schema portrayed by nine functions (five vocational and four psychosocial)
was chosen by the researchers for the "rainbow" because it was "well suited to a
model of mentoring as the dimensions of both intensity of psychological involvement
and temporal importance can be portrayed" (p. 6). On the outer edge of the
"rainbow", they chose Kram’s model (1983) to define the four phases of the
mentoring relationship: invitation, cultivation, separation, and redefinition.
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As a researcher, I found this theoretical model a useful tool to study the nature
of mentoring relationships because it contained many of the same elements of
mentoring that were common to other definitions of mentoring I had encountered in
my search for the meaning of mentoring in preservice teacher education. I also found
it attractive because it divorced the technical aspects of being a mentor from the
psychosocial and emotional. The "rainbow" model can be found in Appendix C along
with a description of each function.

Continuous Improvement Paradigm

Kram and Bragar (1992) developed a plan for a strategic approach to
mentoring that goes beyond formal mentoring programs. It is based on a "continuous
improvement" continuum paradigm. Their model reminded me of the teacher
education continuum of preservice, induction, and inservice. According to Kram and
Bragar, planned mentoring programs are not the only way to encourage these
developmental alliances (mentorships) - planned mentoring programs should be
viewed as a springboard for learning how to build developmental alliances beyond the
matched relationship" (Kram & Bragar, 1992, p. 235). Furthermore, formal
relationships tend to be task oriented (career function) rather than broadly defined to
encompass the psychosocial functions. Deming’s (1982) continuous improvement
paradigm, Total Quality Management (TQM), echoes the notion of the life long
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learning teacher education continuum of preservice, induction, and inservice which is
based on continuous professional development.
During the field experience there is a chance for networking and multiple
relationships to form. Therefore, it is possible that student teachers could be involved
in more that one mentoring relationship at a time based on their individual needs. It
would be the responsibility of the teacher preparation program to help the student
teachers manage these relationships by providing ongoing support.

Mentoring in Education

In education, the mentor is a friend, guide, counselor, and above all else a
teacher. As yet, studies from educational settings reveal no clear notion of
how a mentor is different from an influential teacher and, if they can be
differentiated, how pervasive mentoring actually is in this setting (Merriam,
1983, p. 169).

Since 1980, the Educational Research Information Center (ERIC) "scope note"
has defined mentors as "trusted and experienced supervisors or advisors who have
personal and direct interest in the development and/or education of younger or less
experienced individuals, usually in professional education or professional occupation."
This definition proliferates the notion that mentoring in education continues to be
envisioned in a pragmatic way. This is a good definition but it propagates the belief in
a one-to-one relationship. My definition of preservice mentoring will go beyond the
classical definition and will include the idea of the mentor mosaic.
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Viewing teacher education in the context of a continuum implies a life-long
commitment to the profession and recognition that "faculties of education do not
produce fully-finished teachers, but rather provide a foundation on which teachers can
build throughout their career" (Cole & Watson, 1991). Teaching teachers to
construct their own mentoring mosaics would be a foundation they could rely upon
throughout their careers. It would teach them to be lifelong learners which is
suggested by the following quote:
If the art and science of inducting new teachers into the profession is to
advance, teacher educators must continue to push the boundaries of their
knowledge and to recognize that learning to teach is a lifelong process
spanning preservice preparation, induction and inservice practice (HulingAustin, 1989).

Patterns of Mentoring

Several patterns of mentoring emerged from the review of the literature. They
are: phases of the mentoring relationship, levels of mentoring: primary vs.
secondary mentors, and the mentoring mosaic.

Phases of the Mentoring Relationship

The mentoring relationship goes through predictable phases (Phillips-Jones,
1977, Kram, 1983) of varying lengths due to the needs of the particular mentoring
dyad. Phillips-Jones (1977) broke the mentoring relationship down into six stages:
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initiation, sparkle, development, disillusionment, parting, and transformation. Kram’s
research concurred that mentoring relationships go through predictable phases, but she
found only four major stages: initiation, cultivation, separation, and redefinition.
Perhaps the confusion regarding mentoring stems from the difficulty
encountered in analyzing the process. There is no standard, core mentoring process.
All mentoring relationships are at a different developmental stage at any given point
in time, thus making it difficult for researchers to generalize the relationship. Instead
researchers must focus in on the entire relationship to appreciate the facets that make
each relationship unique.

Levels of Mentoring: Primary vs. Secondary Mentors

Prevalent in the mentoring literature are models of mentoring that reverently
cling to the classical definition which implies a one-to-one exclusive relationship
between a mentor and a protege. These models extol the virtues of the mystical,
magical, primary, significant, once-in-a-lifetime relationships.
The concept of levels of mentoring has been presented by several authors who
have attempted to simplify the complexity of mentoring. Levinson makes the
distinction between "good mentors" and "good enough mentors."

The "good

mentor" is a mixture of good parent and good friend. A "good enough mentor" is a
transitional figure who invites and welcomes a young person into the adult world. He
or she serves as a guide, teacher, and sponsor. The mentor represents skill,
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knowledge, virtue, and accomplishment - the superior qualities a young person hopes
to someday acquire. In addition, the mentor gives his or her blessing to the novice
and his or her dream. And yet, with all this superiority, the mentor conveys the
promise that in time they will be peers (Levinson et al., 1978).
Fagan (1986) uses the term "diffuse mentoring" to refer to a situation in which
a novice is helped by two or more veterans instead of having a close one-to-one
relationship with a senior colleague. Fagan also views mentoring as a continuum,
with the ideal relationship at one end (mentor) and the least paternalistic and intense
on the other (peer pal). He places sponsor and guide between the two.
Clawson (1980, p.148) devised a two dimensional model to identify the
mentor-protege model based on x, y coordinates. The degree of commitment was on
the y axis and the comprehensiveness of influence on the x axis. Mentor was the
highest level one could achieve and was characterized by full commitment by both
parties and by the mentor exerting broad career and personal influence on the protege.
Other levels of lesser importance charted were coach, "quasi-mentor," and role
model.
Clawson (1980) reserved the term mentor for a comprehensive interest in a
protege ("life mentor") and used "quasi-mentor" to describe a mentor who is only
concerned with the protege’s career. Clawson distinguishes between life mentors and
career mentors using mutuality and comprehensiveness to gauge the intensity of a
mentoring relationship. "Arranged relationships are more like Clawson’s
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acquaintanships or coaching relationships than to traditional mentor protege
relationships" (Carden, 1990, p. 286).
I discovered that other researchers had also assigned a hierarchy to mentoring
relationships. In her 1977 dissertation, L. L. Phillips distinguished between primary
mentors who took a personal interest in their proteges and secondary mentors who
had a more business-like interest in their younger colleagues (Fagan, 1988, p. 6).
Kram, who is best-known for her research on phases of the relationship, also
found that relationships are not always of the same intensity. She states there can be
primary and secondary relationships:

I could now see how relationships change, and, more often than not,
individuals have a variety of hierarchial and peer alliances within and outside
the work context that support their development (1988, p. 258)

Kram (1985b, 1987) places the mentoring relationship within a "relationship
constellation." Kram’s model depicts a focal person surrounded by a variety of
persons from whom he or she may seek support (1986, p. 172). Her schema allows
for information peers, collegial peers, special peers, family members, etc. to provide
beneficial career and psychosocial functions while stressing the reciprocal nature of
the relationship.
Hardcastle’s (1988) research on the mentor role distinguishes between the
significant mentor, the more abstract, interpersonal, life-changing mentoring role and
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the other more limited mentoring role. He uses the criteria of comprehensiveness and
mutuality to delineate the significance in a mentor-protege relationship.
Comprehensiveness refers to the number of dimensions encompassed by the mentoring
relationship. A truly comprehensive mentoring relationship incorporates the protege’s
work, intellectual development, spiritual growth, and personal life. The concept of
mutuality refers to the extent to which the mentoring relationship is voluntarily
entered into and warmly regarded by both the protege and the mentor (1988).
Sandra Odell uses collegiality as a variable to determine the intensity of the
mentoring relationship. Often time spent together outside of the classroom setting is a
sign that effective mentoring is taking place between the mentor and the novice
teacher (1988).

Odell coined the term "automentor" as the ultimate state of

mentoring is when a person can mentor themselves.
The notion that every relationship did not have to be a one-to-one primary
relationship was revealing to me. It meant mentoring relationships could stray from
the classical definition. All mentorships did not have to be of central importance;
instead, a student teacher could have more than one mentor during the transitional
preservice experience.
Throughout life, one comes into contact with many acquaintances but few
have the closeness of a best friend. Secondary mentors are like acquaintances. They
dispense information which is important to the professional growth and development
of others, but are not the only source of information.
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I began to suspect that one of the reasons the authors presented differing
definitions of mentoring was that the nature of emotional relationships follow certain
predictable patterns based on the intensity and investment of self in the relationship. I
had witnessed some cooperating teacher/student teacher relationships which supported
my suspicion. These relationships had successfully informed, but they had failed to
grow to the proportion of a classical primary mentoring relationship.

Mentoring Mosaic

A mosaic is "a surface decoration made by inlaying small pieces of variously
colored material to form pictures or patterns" (Webster, p. 750).

Lu Ann Darling

has made clever use of this metaphor to suggest a mentoring mosaic model (1985).
Her model proposes that a person can manage his\her own mentoring by constructing
a unique mosaic from their primary and secondary mentoring relationships.
Secondary mentors can be step-ahead mentors, peer mentors, spouse mentors, and co¬
mentors. Darling distinguishes between mentoring and mentor: mentoring is a
process by which one is guided, taught, and influenced in his\her life’s work in
important ways, and a mentor is a person who leads, guides, and advises a person
more junior in experience. Mentoring focuses on the process, not on the interactions
of the mentor and the protege. Darling asserts that "mentoring influences come in all
shapes, forms, and guises" (1985, p.42). Having mentoring relationships with people
("people mentoring") is only one alternative; a sizeable number of us are mentored
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more by events, situations, and circumstances ("non-people mentoring"). In her
opinion, focusing solely on "people mentors" and excluding other forms of mentoring
strategies is limiting.
Darling conducted over two hundred interviews with people from all walks of
life.

Her findings revealed that most people did not remember having a primary

mentor who was older and more experienced than themselves, however many people
did remember having less intense secondary mentoring relationships that were very
formative. According to Darling, each person has unique developmental patterns.
Her Mentoring Discovery Process (MDP) enables people to become their own
mentors by helping them uncover their own uniqueness and assists them in their
lifelong journey toward growth and self-fulfillment.
Drawing on the notion of primary and secondary mentors (Levinson, 1978;
Clawson, 1980; Gray & Gray, 1986; Phillips-Jones, 1977), Darling says that a novice
can cultivate a network of secondary mentors to use in the construction of a
personalized mentoring mosaic. She embraces Granovetter’s idea that weak ties are a
source of strength (Granovetter, 1973, pp. 1360-80). Granovetter argues that the
strength of interpersonal ties relates to mobility within a community or culture. Two
common sources of weak ties are formal organizations and work settings. Transitivity
is a function of the strength of weak ties, not a general feature of a social structure.
The key is that weak ties are perceived as indispensable to individuals’ opportunities
and their integration into the communities while strong ties, breeding local cohesion,
lead to overall fragmentation.
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Much of the earlier confusion I was feeling about mentoring stemmed from my
assumption that mentoring involved a special mystical, magical relationship between a
mentor and a protege. When I discovered Darling’s mentoring mosaic model, I began
to think that mentoring could be redefined to avoid the expectation of a primary
relationship. A person could have several mentors who would act as resources and
could have access to people who could help them at certain points in their careers as
opposed to relying on one person. This model would alleviate some of the pressure
to "know all and be all" which is often present in mentoring relationships. Mentors
and proteges would not feel disloyal to each other if they developed a network of
secondary relationships.
By creating one’s own unique mentoring mosaic with each piece representing a
mentoring event or relationship, one learns about managing his/her own mentoring
process. One also learns strategies that can help to fill in the gaps when mentoring
programs are not available. In Darling’s view, good mentors function as resource
people. They refer their proteges to other people and other resources for specialized
help.

Mentoring and the Teacher Education Continuum:
Preservice - Induction - Inservice

Policy makers, practitioners, and researchers must continue to work together
to provide programs for inducting new teachers into the profession. A program for
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beginning teachers permits local school systems to continue a professional sequence
and supports the view that professional education should be a continuous process,
starting with initial preparation, moving on to induction, and continuing through the
teachers’ years of service (Feiman-Nemser, 1983).
From my personal experience with mentoring and from my extensive review
of the literature, it is clear mentoring can be a key ingredient of successful induction
for teachers moving from preservice training to full-time employment in the
profession. Many educators believe there is a continuum of professional growth from
preservice teacher education through an induction period, a settling in to the
profession, and on through the inservice years (Cole & Watson, 1991; Huling-Austin,
1990; Feiman-Nemser & Floden, 1986; Ryan, 1980; Fuller, 1969).
I believe professional development programs are the natural avenues for
encouraging and supporting activities for mentoring, and that when a mentorship
between a student teacher and a cooperating teacher exists during student teaching,
then induction into the teaching profession is easier and less stressful for the novice
teacher. Mentoring helps ease the transition from student to teacher; the act of
moving from one side of the desk to the other. The subsequent induction period
becomes a critical bridge between preservice training and inservice teaching that can
be less trying if student teachers are taught to develop a network of mentors.
Acknowledging multiple mentors in the preservice experience provides an
opportunity for each preservice teacher to construct a unique mentoring mosaic, a
network of mentors to rely on during their induction or first year of teaching. The
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mentoring mosaic becomes scaffolding for them and helps them to achieve selfreliance. They are no longer confined to looking solely for primary mentors.
Instead, they build a network of mentors, ie. a unique mentor mosaic based on their
own needs.
This mentoring mosaic frees the student teacher to remain close to more than
one person without feeling disloyal. It allows for multiple relationships during the
preservice experience. Relationships with the college supervisor and the cooperating
teacher should flourish since they do not have to compete for the student teacher’s
attention. If student teachers have several cooperating teachers during preservice,
then they can take the best from each of them and develop their own teaching style,
instead of becoming a clone of their cooperating teacher. This cross pollination
should result in a richer end product.
Research done by the New York City Mentor Teacher Program in 1991
showed that the needs of beginning teachers fluctuate dramatically during the first
year. Beginning teachers should be able to draw on the strengths of those around
them. Therefore, if one learns to construct a mentoring mosaic during the preservice
program, one can tap into the resources and develop a mosaic based on individual
needs. Most people can name more than one person who made a difference in their
career at times when they most needed help. Perhaps it was a college professor, a
college supervisor, an advisor, a peer, a spouse, a former teacher, or a cooperating
teacher who became an element in their uniquely constructed mentoring mosaic.

Informed by the literature review, the following methodology and procedures
chapter will outline the research design used to further uncover the nature of
preservice mentoring relationships.

CHAPTER m

METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

A case study research design based on the qualitative paradigm was used.
Through stories and an examination of documents, an in-depth look at preservice
mentoring during student teaching within one elementary teacher education program
was used to examine the nature of the preservice mentoring relationship. Using
qualitative methodology, elements found within this case contributed to development
of a systemic model of mentoring at the preservice level. The qualitative paradigm
further provides the latitude needed to study mentoring from the participants’
perspectives within the context in which this phenomenon takes place.
Several prominent researchers (Merriam, 1988; Bogdan and Biklen, 1982;
Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Goetz and LeCompte, 1982) advocate qualitative case
studies as a useful method for examining situations with unclear boundaries to
determine the range of forms which a construct such as mentoring may take within a
teacher education program. According to Merriam (1988), "research which is
focused on discovery, insight, and understanding from the perspectives of those
studied offers the greatest promise of making significant contributions to the
knowledge base and practice of education". Using qualitative methodology to
research teacher education is also endorsed by Greta Morine-Dershimer, a recent
vice-president of the American Educational Research Association Division K
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(Teaching and Teacher Education). She believes we need more case studies to
describe what is being done in the schools (DeBolt, 1992).

The Setting: Shea Middle School

Shea Middle School (pseudonyms are used for the schools, the city, and each
of the participants) is located in Vellum near the ramp of the interstate highway. It is
twenty miles from the University of Massachusetts Amherst. It is a middle school
housing nearly five hundred sixth, seventh, and eighth graders. Approximately
fourteen mainstreamed teachers, six Chapter One teachers, four special education
teachers, three bilingual teachers, six unified arts teachers, five ESL teachers, three
guidance counsellors, two special education aides, one library aide, two secretarial
support staff members, a principal, and a vice principal complete the profile of this
multicultural community.

Participants

The participants are one university supervisor/resourceperson (Brian), one
cooperating teacher (Anne), and three ETEP student teachers (Jessica, Mike, and
Sally). These separate field experiences, lasting one semester each, took place in
sequence at Shea Middle School over a one and one half year period.
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The cooperating teacher and the university supervisor are both members of the
steering committee of the Professional Development Consortium which is a
collaboration between the University of Massachusetts and the Vellum public school
system (see Chapter IV for details). I chose to study one cooperating teacher’s
mentoring practices because I believe this arrangement for in-depth investigation could
provide a rich description of mentoring processes in the student teaching component
of an elementary teacher education program. The stories from the members of this
triad of student teacher, cooperating teacher, and university supervisor added another
dimension to the study by allowing me to use each participant’s stories as probes to
trigger more richly detailed recall in the other two members of the triad when I
interviewed them.
All five participants were volunteers who signed a consent form (see Appendix
A) informing them of the purpose of the study, the limits placed on the use of the
data gathered, their right to withdraw from the study at any time without jeopardizing
their association with the investigator or the Elementary Teacher Education Program
(ETEP), and stating my commitment to use pseudonyms in written documents to
protect their identity.
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Data Collection

The data gathering techniques I used are qualitative or naturalistic (Merriam,
1983). Data were collected through interviews and document analysis. The
documents analyzed also included field reports and general program documents.

Field Reports

I read the weekly field reports compiled by the university supervisor during
the semester-long field experiences and pulled out all mentoring information using the
components within the definition of preservice mentoring, gleaned from the literature
review, as preliminary categories to guide me. The categories include mutuality,
reciprocity, commitment, collegiality, nurturance, caring, and respect. I searched the
interview transcripts for mentions, illustrations, or examples of each of these major
constructs.

General Program Documents

I examined all of the written program information that students received before
and during this elementary teacher education program and additional documents
specific to the work of university supervisors and professors. Examples included
program documents, such as handbooks containing mission statements and philosophy
statements, and NCATE review documents which contained key descriptive statements
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applicable to mentoring. Information from this collection of documents confirmed the
commitment of the program to the mentoring process.

Interviews

I designed common interview questions to be asked of these participants, and I
scheduled individual interview times with each of the participants of sixty to ninety
minutes in duration. In addition, I designed specific interview questions for each
person in the study (see Appendix C) based on the earlier examination of the field
reports. Some questions allowed me to fill in any informational gaps. I gave the
participants the Kram (1986) Mentoring Relationship Constellation (see Appendix D)
to fill out before the first interview so that they could reflect on their previous
mentoring relationships. This served as a starting point for our conversation and
caused the participants to think about mentoring experiences they have had while in
pursuit of their professional goals.
I interviewed the cooperating teacher, the university supervisor, and the three
student teachers. I followed up with phone interviews within two weeks after the
initial interview to fill in gaps of information and to, allow the participants to add
additional information. The interviews centered on three basic questions, "What
brought you together?", "How do you describe the relationship?", and "How have
your experiences with mentoring influenced your work?" More detailed probe
questions were developed as a semi-structured interview guide to be used as needed
during these interviews.
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Data Analysis

The data have been gathered through a case study of the cooperating teacher
and each student teacher during the student teacher relationship. The limited life
history form of case study, appropriate for this investigation, seeks data on a
particular period in one’s life or on a particular topic in a person’s life (Bogdan and
Biklen, 1982). The case study was then juxtaposed against the mentoring literature
for analysis to see what patterns were present that responded to the research questions
that guided the inquiry.
The components of my definition of mentoring in preservice teacher education
served as preliminary categories into which I sorted the material I pulled from
documents and interview transcripts. Additional categories were added from the
interview materials as new patterns were found. I employed a peer debriefer whose
tasks are described in the trustworthiness section following. The peer debriefer and I
independently read the transcripts and highlighted quotes which fell within the
described categories.
I reduced the categories by looking for themes and any overlaps in
terminology or examples that could be classified in more than one category. I
grouped the coded segments into a smaller number of themes or constructs by .
clustering and establishing relationships between variables (Miles and Huberman,
1984). The rationale for doing this is that it helps to build a cognitive map of the
nature of mentoring, in this case, an evolving schema for understanding what is
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happening with the data. In the data presentation and analysis section, I defined the
categories and themes and illustrated them with appropriate excerpted materials from
the interview transcripts, program documents, and field reports.

Trustworthiness

Trustworthiness features of a qualitative research study help assure that the
investigation is conducted appropriately and that the resulting data are sound and
believable. Qualitative researchers must deal with issues of credibility,
transferability, dependability, and confirmability in order to be deemed trustworthy
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). In order to make my study credible or believable I
interviewed all three members of the triad because each had his or her own view of
how mentoring took place. In order to address the issue of transferability, I provided
clear descriptions of my categories and my themes, and I used illustrative quotes
from my interviews.
One of the techniques I used to increase the probability of high credibility was
prolonged engagement in the field setting. I worked with people in this field setting
for three years in my capacity as field placement coordinator with the ETEP Program.
I also worked with the university supervisor in the same capacity for two years. The
second trustworthiness assurance is working with a peer debriefer to question my
analytic procedures and products in order to improve both their quality and
trustworthiness and to verify that the data extraction process did not violate contextual
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validity with respect to the sources used. I also triangulated the data from the
cooperating teacher, student teachers, and university supervisor. I checked back and
forth to see commonalities or for similar descriptions of the same event. The
dependability and confirmability criteria met with the above auditing process.

Limitations of the Study

This study is limited to the mentoring processes of one cooperating teacher,
one resource person, three student teachers, one elementary school, one socio¬
economic sample, one congruent set of philosophical beliefs in the student teaching
component of one particular elementary teacher education program. I do not intend
to make generalizations to other elementary teacher education programs which may
employ different methods of supervision and support for the mentoring process.
Readers of course will be free to determine how much transferability to their own
experiences seems reasonable, as is typical in qualitative studies (Lincoln and Guba,

1985).

CHAPTER IV

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS

In this chapter, the data and analysis are presented. Topics pertinent to
mentoring were extracted from the interview transcripts, program documents, and
field reports.
The context is described early in the chapter in terms of the school-university
partnership between the university and the school district, the urban population, the
school setting, the ETEP Program, and the ETEP placement process. Next, profiles
of the participants rich with individual values and beliefs are presented to show how
each participant makes personal meaning out of the complex phenomenon of
mentoring.
Two broad mentoring thpmes emerged that were common to all of the
participants: support and challenge. The two themes will be described and illustrated
with appropriate excerpted materials from the interview transcripts, program
documents, and field reports. The two themes appeared across three central topics
discussed by participants: curriculum, classroom management, and the school

culture. The penultimate section describes integrating support and challenge to
promote optimum professional growth and development through the lens of the
clinical supervision model (Goldhammer, 1969). The last section uncovers and
presents the phases of a preservice mentoring relationship.
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The Context

The context for this study includes a school-university partnership between the
Vellum school district and the University of Massachusetts Amherst Elementary
Teacher Education Program (ETEP). The six cooperating schools in Vellum are
situated in the Pioneer Valley region of Western Massachusetts approximately twenty
miles from the university. Because future researchers may want to further examine
ETEP’s program and practices, with permission of the program’s co-directors, the
university and its teacher education program were not given pseudonyms.

A School-University Partnership

The contextual factors that provide a fertile ground for mentoring refer directly
to the relationship between the Elementary Teacher Education Program (ETEP) and
the Vellum public school system through the school-university partnership known as
the PDC, or the Professional Development Consortium. The objectives of the PDC
are to raise the level of professional involvement of teachers, enhance the level of
effectiveness of classroom instruction for children, provide a model mentoring site for
preservice teachers, and improve ETEP’s ability to reach underserved and at-risk
populations. The design of the University of Massachusetts PDC includes preservice
and inservice education, updating of teachers’ instructional and mentoring capabilities,
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and direct service to the classrooms in the form of resource personnel (university
supervisors) and educational materials (ETEP Grant Proposal, 1992).

Vellum Public School Population

At the time of the study, Vellum had a multicultural school population of 7500
students. Thirty percent were European Americans, with the other seventy percent
from other racial/cultural groups: sixty-five percent of Latino origin, four percent
African-American, and one percent Asian. A large portion of this population did not
have English as a primary language, and eighty percent of all families with
elementary school-aged children were eligible for Aid for Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC). In addition, 9.6% of the K-12 students were eligible for Chapter
One, a federally funded program of reading remediation for students who test two
years below grade level. A 1992 state-funded basic skills survey showed that third
and sixth-grade students were twenty percent below average for urban areas (ETEP
Grant Proposal, 1992).

The Setting: Shea Middle School

Located near the comer of a very busy intersection formed by the ramp of the
major interstate highway and the scenic route through the city of Vellum is Shea
Middle School, a u-shaped, two-story brick building. Originally built in the 1950’s as
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a junior high school, six years ago, responding to the need for a school specializing in
adolescent developmental education, it became a middle school housing approximately
five hundred sixth, seventh, and eighth graders. A high percentage of the students
are Latino who live nearby and walk to school each day. The original playground is
now a paved parking lot but up on the hill running parallel to the interstate highway is
a large grassy field that comes alive during recess with student chatter and traditional
games such as soccer, tag, and jump rope.
The philosophy of the school is to provide the best possible education for all
students within the limits of the resources available in the community in order to
develop well rounded individuals who are prepared to function effectively in an
evolving international society. The mission of the school is to provide quality
education to help all students achieve their fullest potential in a environment
conducive to effective teaching and learning. One of the school’s goals articulates the
commitment to staff development which is designed to enhance the teachers’ skill and
knowledge. The school university partnership provides the underpinnings for this
initiative.
ETEP requires its student teachers to have teaching experience across the
curriculum in all of the subject areas. The four sixth grade teachers at Shea school
teach reading as well as one of the four major disciplines, ie., math, science, social
studies, or language arts. Anne (CT) teaches science and reading, so each semester
she arranged for the student teachers to teach with the other sixth grade teachers on
the team to fulfill math and social studies areas of expectations.
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The student teachers wanted to get different views on different classroom
situations and I had an idea of how we could do that without stepping on
anybody’s toes. We just got permission from the teachers. I just really
coordinated it and they really did the work (Anne).

Mr. Chemical, the principal of Shea Middle School, offers some insight about his
sixth grade team of teachers and the reason they were so willing to help Anne with
her plan to have the student teachers teach lessons in their classroom.

. . .they are so good, those sixth grade teachers. If all the teachers were like
those sixth grade teachers, I could go home and barbecue chicken and I
wouldn’t have to worry about this place ... the sixth grade teachers work so
well together.

Elementary Teacher Education Program (ETEP)

ETEP is an undergraduate elementary teacher certification program in the
Department of Teacher Education and Curriculum Studies within the School of
Education at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. ETEP has been approved for
certification by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE) and Massachusetts Department of Education. It is designed to prepare
qualified preservice students in the program meet the requirements for certification in
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the elementary grades (1-6). The standards for certification are set by the state
department of education which is also the accrediting body. ETEP takes very
seriously its role of preparing preservice teachers and is committed to challenging and
supporting the students to grow professionally far beyond the minimum requirements
set by the state. "They build on a strong background in the liberal arts and provide an
integration of educational theory and practice by assisting students to develop both a
broad perspective on education and specific skills for their professional roles" (ETEP
Handbook, 1990). ETEP has built strongly on the work of Dewey and progressive
education, the model of the British primary school, the perspective of Maslow, and
the precepts of Whitehead. The program emphasizes integration of curriculum,
cooperative learning (Johnson & Johnson ,1975; Kagan 1992; Dishon and O’Leary,
1984) and whole language concepts (Smith, 1988; Goodman, 1987; Graves, 1983;
and Calkins, 1986) as building blocks for the educational process (ETEP Grant
Proposal, 1992).
ETEP prepares undergraduate students for elementary certification through a
program which reflects and emphasizes its beliefs. The ETEP beliefs are: learning is
the making of personal meaning; people learn by doing; learners must be actively
involved in solving real problems; readiness for growth is built by focusing on
strengths; learners must be involved in decision making about the design,
implementation, and evaluation of their programs; programs must meet the needs of
learners as well as society; learners need feedback and support; growth takes time and
is a developmental process; academic skills are valued and utilized as tools for solving
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real problems; self-direction and independent learning are important goals; education
must include awareness and appreciation of diverse people in a multicultural and
interdependent world; an expectation that all children can learn, and should be
afforded the opportunity; and parents and community must be involved in educational
decision making.
The Integrated Day is the graduate component of the ETEP program, offering
Master of Education (M.Ed.), Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies (CAGS), and
Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) degrees. The M.Ed. and CAGS programs emphasize
inservice growth, as advocated by Joyce and Showers (1981), Combs (1971), and
Goodlad (1986). They introduce experienced teachers to interdisciplinary curriculum
through the "integrated day". The beliefs and principles which guide ETEP are
applied in all of its relationships with colleagues, teachers, undergraduate, and
graduate students forming the foundation for the PDC partnership between ETEP and
the Vellum Public Schools (ETEP First Grant, 1992).

ETEP Placement Process: "Putting the Players in Place"

The ETEP placement process is important because it fosters the development
of mentoring relationships. The purpose of the intricate ETEP placement process is
to facilitate a good match between the cooperating teacher and the student teacher to
ensure a fruitful mentoring relationship during student teaching. The placement
process is designed to begin the initiation phase of the mentoring relationship. The
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ETEP Program has institutionalized the process by employing a field coordinator to
facilitate all of the student teaching placements. The field coordinator is the liaison
between the university and the cooperating schools in Western Massachusetts. The
field coordinator arranges for students to visit a different cooperating school every
Wednesday morning throughout the prepracticum semester to observe teachers and
write-up field reports for each visit. These observations give the students an idea of
the range of placement opportunities for student teaching and guide them as they set¬
up three separate placement interviews during the week set aside for interviews. At
the end of interview process, the written preferences of the student teachers and the
cooperating teachers are tallied by the field coordinator. Final matches are discussed
during the resource person’s seminar (a required three credit course for resource
people conducted by the directors of the program and the field coordinator) before
being sent to the cooperating schools for approval by the principal and the cooperating
teachers. Student teachers Mike and Sally were placed this way.
The prepracticum placement process Jessica went through is not as structured:
students fill out a form indicating site and grade level preferences for their final
prepracticum. The field coordinator, who is very familiar with each setting and
classroom, matches the requests of the students with those of the cooperating
teachers. Jessica requested an upper level placement in the same urban setting where
she had been tutoring at-risk students. Sensing they would work well together, the
field coordinator matched her with Anne, a sixth grade cooperating teacher in
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Vellum, who since 1986 has mentored many ETEP students and shares ETEP’s
beliefs about teaching and learning.
Anne recalls being receptive to enrolling in the University of Massachusetts
on-site M.Ed. program because, after twelve years of teaching, she had started to
stagnate.

I had gone from thinking I knew everything about teaching to thinking I knew
nothing! Through my M.Ed. course work I learned that I was already using a
lot of the new methods, but I was not calling them what they were being called
now. Things needed to be fine-tuned and then I would be ready for a student
teacher.

Anne remembers her first ETEP student teacher came unexpectedly in 1986 when she
was teaching sixth grade at the Kerry Elementary School.

I heard a knock on my classroom door. The principal said, "This girl is going
to be with you for the next fourteen weeks on Mondays and Tuesdays, have
fun!" and he shut the door. I didn’t know the student teacher was coming . . .
he didn’t give anyone an option . . .you had to take them . . . Fortunately it
worked out really well for me. It was a real learning experience for us both.
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Although Anne participates in the semester-long ETEP placement process by opening
up her classroom for observations, she finds it difficult to make a decision and trusts
the process enough to let the field coordinator decide for her.

It’s an approach - approach conflict for me. I like the idea of meeting the kids
ahead of time but I can honestly say that the kids that I have seen are all very
well prepared and it is a very difficult decision to decide on the one you want.
And often times I don’t make the decision. I leave it up to whoever is doing
the placement and to the kids, unless there is someone that I didn’t want and I
couldn’t work with I would probably have written that on the placement
preference form ... If we were diametrically opposed I would not want that
person in my room because I have a hard time giving up control in my
classroom.

The resource people who supervise the student teachers usually do not know
who they are supervising until the beginning of each semester after the assignments
are made by the field coordinator and directors of the ETEP program.

Brian, the

resource person for all three student teachers, was introduced to Jessica (ST1) during
ETEP orientation for prepracticum students that takes place during the first two days
of the semester. "I met Jessica (during orientation) and she was all excited to be
going down to Vellum to get some urban experience”. Brian didn’t meet Mike and
Sally, the other two student teachers, until he walked into their classrooms during the
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first week of student teaching to do an introductory visit as required by state
certification law.

... we had to introduce ourselves. They did not really know who I was or
what I would look like, or what I would ask them to do, or anything like that.
So it was like starting from scratch basically . . .just like being from another
part of the country and meeting someone you never, ever met.

Consistent with the ETEP philosophy and practice of open communication and
support, every week throughout the semester, Brian traveled from the university to
Vellum to visit the student teachers in their field experience classrooms. He would
either confer with them or observe a lesson. On Wednesday mornings, Brian stayed
at the university and attended the resource person’s seminar. The seminar provided
the opportunity for resource people to learn how to supervise student teachers using
the clinical supervision model (Goldhammer, 1969) and to discuss each individual
student teacher’s professional growth and development. Brian filed written field
reports of his students’ progress and also reported on his student teachers’ progress
during the seminar - his "stars" (exemplary students) and "red flags" (problem
students). The collaborative group brainstormed strategies to help him be more
effective in the field.
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Profiles of the Participants

The participants (see Table 4.1) are the cooperating teacher (Anne), the
university supervisor (Brian), and three ETEP student teachers (Jessica, Mike, and
Sally) who each successfully completed one semester of student teaching with the
cooperating teacher. These separate field experiences took place in sequence at Shea
Middle School over a one and one half year period. The cooperating teacher and the
university supervisor are members of the steering committee for the Professional
Development Consortium (PDC). Both are involved in mentoring preservice and
inservice teachers and are enrolled in doctoral programs at the University of
Massachusetts Amherst in the Department of Teacher Education and Curriculum
Studies to further their own professional growth and development. For each semester
Anne took a student teacher, she received one course waiver she used towards her
graduate courses. Brian was hired by the ETEP Program as a teaching assistant and
receives a tuition waiver and a small stipend for acting as a resource person.

Anne, Cooperating Teacher (Spring 1992 to Spring 1993)

One of the criteria Gail Sheehy (1981) used when she was looking for models
of adult development for her book, Pathfinders, accurately depicts Anne. Sheehy
states, "the person should not be involved exclusively in ’doing my own thing’ or
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Table 4.1 Participants
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solely caring for others, but should be seeking a balance between individual growth
and a purpose outside himself or herself." As my data will substantiate, although
Anne appears to be consumed with nurturing her sixth grade students, fellow
teachers, and her family, she also seeks individual growth by taking courses at the
university, and she passes the torch to the next generation of teachers by mentoring
student teachers. When I asked why she is so involved in the lives of others, she
replied, "This is the way I was brought up - to help others".
A veteran teacher of twenty years, Anne is the oldest of seven children. From
first grade on, she wanted to be a teacher just like every one of her own teachers,
except for her mean-spirited sixth grade teacher. Ironically, she has been a sixth
grade teacher for twelve of her twenty years of teaching. Bom and raised in the
shadow of one of the prestigious Seven Sisters’ Colleges, she declined a scholarship
award to the single-sex school. Anne opted instead to leave home and the
"responsibility for the younger ones" to attend a residential state teacher’s college
forty-five minutes away. There she majored in elementary education and married her
college sweetheart during her junior year. Upon graduating, both Anne and her
husband were hired by the Vellum public school system and have taught there ever
since.
Anne’s first teaching job in Vellum was at a school where she was the
youngest teacher in the building; all of the other teachers were in mid-career and she
was a twenty-two year old novice. Situated in the prestigious Highlands of the city,
the school was considered by many teachers to be the best school in the system, a
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desirable placement usually reserved for veteran teachers. Anne spoke of feeling out
of place because she was "the new kid on the block." She was not assigned a mentor
and the veteran teachers in the building treated her more like a child rather than an
equal. "They were more mothering . . . they’d share some materials with me but I
had no idea what curriculum in Vellum was." Anne’s best friends in the building
were the children in her classroom. She never went into the teachers’ room; instead
she played ball outside with the kids.
Anne felt somewhat unprepared for teaching because her teacher preparation
program had not included any prepracticum field experiences. Her only teaching
experience before this first job was a split semester of student teaching: eight weeks
at an elementary school in her home town and eight weeks in another setting. Her
insecurities were compounded when as a first year teacher, she was left alone to "sink
or swim" in total isolation.

I never asked ... I was too frightened to ask. I walked into my (first)
classroom and nobody told me what to do, the policies of the school, or any of
those things.

She turned to her husband, Patrick, for assistance during her induction year.
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him a "natural". Patrick showed her how to design and implement games and
student-centered activities that allow children to take charge of their own learning.
He was her best friend and spouse mentor during her first year of teaching.
Ironically, she is now teaching in the same school building where he started out as a
teacher and he is now a counsellor in a K-5 elementary school. Anne jokingly says in
the early days of teaching he didn’t have much interest in elementary schools and
used to say, "Middle school is where it’s at!" Now, he says, "Elementary school is
where it’s at!"
Married twenty-one years, Anne said they spend a lot of quality time together
as a family. They live in her hometown with their two children - a son in middle
school and a daughter in grade three. Patrick is very active in a national fraternal
organization. On weekends, they work together on fund raisers and charitable events.
Every Thanksgiving, along with other members of the club, the whole family serves
turkey dinners to the lonely and less fortunate members of their community.
Support and challenge are the two important elements of mentoring Anne
mentioned when she defined the close mentoring relationship she had with her father,
linking it to her current interest in training teachers: "(My father) was always the one
who would support me and challenge me to do better .... and always was there to
help pick up the pieces ... I think that’s what started my interest in it (taking student
teachers).
Anne is currently the liaison between the ETEP program and the Vellum
Schools. She is also the mentor coordinator for the Shea School. Her Principal, Mr.
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Chemical, feels blessed to have her in his school. Even though he interviews every
student teacher who comes to Shea, he says,

Anne is the mentoring person. We try different things with the student
teachers. They are all very welcome and if they’re having problems we
certainly try to take care of them. And I think most of them would tell you
that when they leave here (Shea) they felt part of the school and they are sorry
to go.

Anne believes there is a clear connection between mentoring and teaching. "A
teacher is a mentor in lots of ways. Maybe just a different form of it".

Brian, Resource Person (Spring 1992 to Spring 1993)

Brian is a former middle school teacher who decided to change careers and
become a teacher educator. In 1991, he moved to Amherst from Montana with his
wife and family to pursue a doctorate in education in the Reading and Writing
Program. The dining room in their rented ranch home near the University of
Massachusetts has been transformed into a regular education classroom complete with
a chalkboard, a piano, a large calendar, and many examples of the children’s work testimony to their belief in home schooling for their four children, ages one to ten.
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Brian describes his wife, Joan, as his most significant mentor, who has been
supportive and understanding of the nature of his work as a full time resource person.
She is "willing to listen, sometimes willing to ask the question, ’How’s it going?’ I
do not have to share the details. I just have to let her know it is kind of rough and
she understands."
As a resource person, Brian mentors by listening to the individual needs of
his student teachers and constantly negotiates with them about the ETEP program
requirements.

There is always room to negotiate about how things can be done .... student
teachers all have certain requirements across the board but they do them in
different ways ... so as a resource person I have to think about that. I can
not expect when there are three student teachers that their portfolios would be
alike. I had to be willing to negotiate and allow room for interpretation for
what something meant. The meaning was fairly clear about what was being
asked, but there were different ways of going about it.

Mike describes Brian’s personality as being "relaxed, drawn-out - real
friendly" and, by his own admission, the antithesis of his quick, direct style. Jessica
used the same language in her description of Brian; he is "real quiet" and "did
everything for us." Despite these accolades, Brian had to "prove himself as a
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mentor to both Anne and Jessica because they had questions about his ability to
mentor student teachers in Vellum without inner city teaching experience.

I remember there was a little testing going on. Who are you? I (Anne) have
your letter of introduction and I see you have been a teacher for ten years.
What does that mean? What kind of teacher?

Brian sensed their uneasiness about the fact his ten years of middle school teaching
had been in small, rural schools in Montana. "Maybe it was a nonverbal kind of
thing, a little suspicion, a little skepticism. I did not really take it as an affront."
To Brian, kids are basically all alike and the same power issues exist in every
classroom.

. . . there were still a lot of the same basic status fights, power kinds of things
going on. Kids were sorting themselves. You do not like to see this but some
kids are assertive and others are retiring. You are not going to change their
basic personality.

»

An incident in the sixth grade classroom between a Latino and a EuroAmerican boy gave him the opportunity to express his views on classroom
management and discipline in a quiet and unassuming way, making him feel more
legitimate in the eyes of Anne and Jessica.
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I was just coming into the room in time to see one boy take a one piece desk
and chair and heave it across the room. The other kid started crying, a cry for
help. One kid had fire coming out of his eyes and the other kid was
blubbering and crying so there was definitely a power play or some imbalance
going on. After the fight, I just made brief statements to the teacher and
student teacher, "Yes, you have to keep kids under control ... if a student
challenges you, you have to come right back, don’t let it blow by too many
times . . . they will test you to the limit".

Brian is committed to mentoring and gives the cooperating teachers and
student teachers a lot of his personal time. Students and cooperating teachers find
him very approachable. Brian stopped in every week to see the student teachers even
though he had five other Vellum schools to cover and on average was responsible for
five student teachers and six prepracticum student teachers each semester.

It was physically draining. I ate a lot of lunches in the car weaving in and out
of Vellum traffic .... sometimes just a little carton of milk and an apple.
They are the easiest things to eat in the car. You can’t eat bananas because of
the peels . . . with oranges you have juice going all over you . . . and
sandwich stuff drops out on your lap.
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Brian used the clinical supervision model as a tool to mentor student teachers.
He gathered data to help them be reflective and discover their own next steps for
professional growth. He believed they have to "learn from their own mistakes". At
night, he conducted additional pre-observation and post-observation conferences on
the phone because he could not cover them all in the six-hour school day.

"Those

(telephone) talks would usually go a half an hour for each student."
As an interpreter of the ETEP Program, Brian admits to having his own
agenda when mentoring, based on programmatic requirements listed in the ETEP

Handbook (1988). However, he was always open to negotiation as the semester went
on, because he was sensitive to the needs of the student teachers and did not want to
overburden them unnecessarily.

I had my own agenda . . . but I understood there were things that the students
wanted to do and I made allowances for that. I try to ask, ’What do you want
out of student teaching? You are paying the freight. What do you want me to
do? You want to try here. This is your chance, do it.’ . . .Iam representing
the ETEP program. They counted on me to represent the things we talked
about in the resource seminars. They counted on me to speak from experience
.... to introduce them to the asymmetrical relationships .... Unless I
heard otherwise I assumed that things were going well .... and if they were
not, they would call me.
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During the small group Human Relations Seminars (student teaching seminars)
he conducted, Brian focused on topics relevant to their teaching experiences in the
inner city. Jessica remembers Brian made connections for them by showing movies,
such as Stand by Me, which portrayed teaching in a city school. Student teachers
were also invited to scour his attic for curriculum materials and resources for their
integrated units during master teaching week, a week of full-time in the role teaching.
He also showed his caring nature by hosting a party at the end of the semester for his
student teachers at Panda East, the local Chinese restaurant.

Jessica, Prepracticum Student Teacher (Spring 1992)

Jessica was one of the top students in her graduating class. She won the 1992
Outstanding Future Educator Award for the Kappa Delta Pi Education Honor Society
at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. Throughout her undergraduate days, she
was a member of the TEAMS Project (Tutoring Enrichment and Assistance Models
with Schools) and performed community service by going to Vellum weekly to tutor
marginal students in a culturally and linguistically diverse setting. Jessica was also
Vice President of Sigma Kappa Sorority. In the Kappa Delta Pi Newsletter
(February, 1993), Jessica was described by her classmate, Lauren, as a caring,
patient, and enthusiastic individual with enormous potential as an educator who is
deeply concerned with multicultural issues. At the Kappa Delta Pi awards banquet,
the coordinator of the TEAMS Project, Dr. Robert Maloy, said, "Jess has improved
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the TEAMS Project and enriched the lives of children in schools. She is an
outstanding new professional educator. Her record of leadership and service as a
student at the University is outstanding" {Kappa Delta Pi Newsletter, February 1993,
p. 2).
Jessica grew up in a town in Eastern Massachusetts where she claims to have
been a shy high school student who learned to be more self-confident because of her
mentoring relationships with Anne and Brian.

I think my relationships with Anne and Brian . . . taught me to say, "Hey I
want to try my own ideas." In high school I never spoke about what was
bothering me, I know people in ETEP find that hard to believe, but I never
wanted to cause waves. I just wanted to let things lie, and I think if somebody
had an idea I’d be like, "Fine," even if I didn’t want to do it. But I think
working with Anne, she would say "What do you want to do?" and I’d have
to tell her. That helped me feel more comfortable in other situations. That
happened all through ETEP which I think helped me voice my opinion. All
my ideas won’t be good, but at least I got them out on the table.

After graduation in May 1993, Jessica’s prophesy was fulfilled and she was
hired as a sixth grade teacher at the Green Middle School in an affluent town near
Boston. Fortunately for her, this public school system is one of the few in
Massachusetts that has a formal mentoring program for new teachers and
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administrators. During new teacher orientation, Jessica was assigned a mentor who
serendipitously has the same sixth grade science teaching responsibilities as her
former cooperating teacher Anne. At first, Jessica was reluctant to ask the other
teachers for help because she felt she should know everything. But with the prodding
of her mentor, she finally asked for support. The response was overwhelming! She
proudly told me she now has twelve teachers who want to mentor her and is flattered
by the attention she is getting from her multiple mentors. One of the male teachers in
her cluster said,

If you are ever hungry or need anything, I have peanut butter and crackers
upstairs in my desk. My keys are in the left hand filing cabinet and my lesson
plans are there, too. Just photocopy them and bring them back.

Jessica often thinks of her mentor, Anne, because as a first year teacher her
responsibilities mirror Anne’s.

. . .the whole middle school cluster - sixth graders in general, switching
classes. This year could have been much more difficult if I didn’t have this
sixth grade rotating schedule under my belt.

Jessica has also brought many of Anne’s sixth grade teaching strategies and ways of
dealing with students into her own first year of teaching. "The independence Anne
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gave me is helping me out now. I feel overwhelmed with my new job, but not lost.
I don’t feel I am drowning. I am keeping my head above water."

Mike, Student Teacher (Fall 1992)

Mike went to Vellum to observe Anne "on a whim" because he needed the
third placement interview required by the ETEP program. Although he had not
considered an inner city placement, he decided after the interview to do his practicum
there because he was so impressed with Anne. Mike remembers feeling confident
during the interview but Anne told him later that he actually acted very nervous.

Well, I remember the first day I went to see her. It was just to give her my
resume. It was on a whim. We were doing the interviews and everything. I
think I needed a third interview or something like that. I went down to Shea
Middle School. I was going by and stopped in ... . Actually I hadn’t been in
Vellum before .... I went in and I had my resume with me .... And Anne
said, "I don’t want to look at this. I don’t get into these resume things." So
she basically told me what it was about and I said, "O.K.."

Mike is the oldest of three boys. One brother is in the Army stationed in Texas and
the other is a middle school student. His dad wanted him to take over the family
contracting business, so after high school, the "dutiful" son went off to Syracuse
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University to study engineering. At the end of his freshman year, Mike decided
engineering was not for him, rejected his dad as a career mentor, and transferred to
the University of Massachusetts Amherst in search of a major.

My first year I was in engineering at Syracuse University. I tried to get into
the school of business my first year at UMASS and then I decided I didn’t
want to do that . . .

Mike admits that he likes to do everything, so he has a difficult time making
choices. "... Yeah, I said well maybe Italian and then I said ’nah’. . . I just couldn’t
pick another major. That was what my problem was. I love to do everything."
Mike is still not quite certain what led him to teaching and the ETEP program, but
most likely he was influenced by the mentoring he received from his Italian foreign
language teachers in high school.

There is nothing that swayed me to teaching. Nobody came up and a light
switched on - little by little maybe pieces here and there. . . . Two of my
Italian teachers in high school . . . were probably the only two teachers that I
was close to at all. I went on two exchanges to Italy - two years in a row. I
went to Europe with them so I got to know them different years. It was an
exchange and I stayed with an Italian family. The first time I went it was
supposed to be for a month but that was when there was the Kadafi Incident.
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. . so we had to come home after like ten or eleven days so I went back the
next year with the other Italian teacher .... got to know them so well ... I
think they had a big influence - maybe indirectly.

"My parents weren’t really into education", he says, even though his mother
started working as a teacher’s aide in special education about the same time Mike
enrolled in elementary education. Mike said his mother became a career mentor to
him because they share the same profession. She helped him out when he was
student teaching by giving him terrific ideas for his lessons. Mike said his dad "still
thinks I’m gonna grow out of education".
A unique extension to his mentoring relationship with Anne occurred after
Mike finished student teaching. Anne needed someone to take over her class until the
end of the year because she had an opportunity to be a Chapter 1 teacher and do a
reading practicum for her reading certification. Anne promoted her protege, Mike,
by recommending him to the principal, Mr. Chemical. Mike was packing up to go
home for winter break when he got the unexpected call from Mr. Chemical to
interview for Anne’s job.

In a two day period I went from being a student teacher to the science teacher.
It was amazing! I felt like I was part of the team with the other teachers.
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Anne gave up her classroom and moved to another classroom in the same building
noting,

the only reason I took the job this year is that I knew Mike was going to be
my replacement. I wouldn’t just leave those kids to anybody ... or my
things to just anybody.

Anne found it difficult to move to another room and leave her supplies to someone
else. Mike recalls "she moved a lot of the stuff she needed into another room. I
know she wasn’t too happy about that!" Anne looked at the bright side of the
situation.

It was kind of interesting because it was Mike’s classroom. It was very hard
for me to let go, but I did let go. He did a lot of his own kinds of things and
I still continued to learn from him.

Mike said Anne treated him like a colleague and did not intrude on him. "She was
great about it! I was in there all the time".
Mike thinks of himself as a loner who has never actively searched for a
significant mentor. "I’m independent to a fault. I don’t ask for help. I assume I
don’t need it." One of Mike’s most significant peer mentoring relationship was with
Jessica (ST1). He and Jessica have been good friends since they did their first
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prepracticum together at the same rural elementary school. After hours, they often
socialized together, causing Brian to worry about them as a father would.

I had the sense that they liked to go out together and they had favorite places
they liked to go. . . .1 sometimes advised them to just watch out ... I always
sounded like a dad . . . you always have to be careful . . . there might be
somebody else who knows somebody . . . whether you like it or not, you are a
teacher, you are community-wide kind of property, and people feel they can
talk about you with other people and it does not count as gossip.

It counts as

news that others ought to know.

In November, Mike and Jessica became peer mentors once again when,
serendipitously, Mike was hired by the principal of Jessica’s school (Green Middle
School) to be a science aide for the sixth, seventh, and eighth grades. This
demonstrates how the complex mentoring system each student teacher constructs
within the cohort design of the ETEP teacher preparation program often lasts beyond
graduation.

Sally, Student Teacher (Spring 1993)

Sally grew up in a small rural farming community in the shadow of the
university. She left the public schools and went to a private preparatory high school
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in the largest city in Western Massachusetts. She was a resident advisor in the dorms
and played varsity field hockey, volleyball, and softball. There she met one of her
first mentors, Miss Darling, her varsity coach. Sally considers her a mentor because
of the interest she took in Sally’s life both on and off the field.

She cared not only about sports but she also knew everybody’s schedule. Like
if we had a test the next day. She’d say, "You better not watch T.V. tonight."
She’d go the next day and ask that teacher how you did on the test and come
back and say, "I heard you got an 87!" She knew everything! I think
checking up on you and showing she cared made such a big difference in my
high school days.

Sally’s peer mentoring relationships follow a similar pattern.

I think I care about people; what’s going on all around in my friends’ lives,
not just one aspect. I think I have fewer friends because of it, but at the same
time the ones I do have I know inside and out and I’d do anything for them.

Sally wanted experience in the intermediate grades in a bilingual setting so she
could combine her fluency in Spanish with her elementary practicum. She was
actually intimidated by the children after her initial visit to Shea Middle School.
Although the encounter frightened her, she was impressed enough with Anne’s
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philosophy and teaching style to muster up enough nerve to go back again to observe.
Mike was student teaching at that time and assuaged her fears regarding the urban
site, a precursor to the peer mentoring relationship that later formed between them
which was perceived by the sixth graders as a marriage. Sally laughs when she says
the students thought she and Mike were married simply because they always seemed
to arrive at school at the same time each morning.
Anne had reservations about taking on a full time student teacher for the next
semester because she was so over committed. She told Sally, "You’ll have to
convince me that you really want to be here." Sally persisted because she felt Anne
was a model teacher, unlike any other she had observed in Vellum.

I said, "Anne, this is my third time at the school. The first time I came I
spent an hour here. The second time I came I spent four hours." I said, "I
was late for my own class. I talked to Mike. I want to be in Vellum, I want
this age group, I don’t want to be with little kids." ... I said, "I would really
like a chance to try this out and I guess if worse comes to worse you can tell
me you really don’t like me and I’ll find some other place to go." She said,
"What do you see that you like?" I said, "You are the only teacher that has
your desks arranged in cooperative learning style in this whole school system
and I know you take classes at UMASS, and I know you are open to different
ideas and doing different things." I said, "I want a chance to try this out." I
said, "I want to be in the inner city. This is where I want to be."
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During the practicum, Anne encouraged Sally to interact with the other
teachers and not isolate herself. Anne took Sally to the teachers’ lunch room to
enable her to get to know the other teachers on an informal basis. Curious by nature,
Sally questioned what the other teachers were doing and asked lots of ’why’
questions. Anne also let Sally pursue her interests in bilingual education by observing
in the bilingual and English as a Second Language (ESL) classrooms during her free
periods. This may suggest a way of cooperating teacher mentors cultivating
autonomy in preservice mentoring relationships.
Mr. Chemical was so impressed with Sally he offered her a full time teaching
job at Shea the day she completed her student teaching. She promised to consider
Mr. Chemical’s offer after she completes the ESL Master’s Program. She did,
however, return to Shea in the Fall to do her ESL practicum after spending the
summer in Puerto Rico, the native country of many Shea students.

Summary

In the profiles, I have attempted to capture the essence of the participants’
values, attitudes, and beliefs as well as how each participant attempted to make
personal meaning out of the complex phenomenon of mentoring. Since qualitative
research is holistic and contextual, I think it is important for each participant to be
viewed as a unique individual, so I have included some rich details about them.
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There are many congruencies in the biographies of the cooperating teacher and
the resource person. The structure of their belief system and their value system is
consistent with ETEP’s beliefs. This consonance most likely contributes to their
effectiveness in mentoring student teachers. Both the cooperating teacher and the
resource person chose to make a career change to work with preservice students and
managed to achieve a balance between the demands of their own families and the
responsibilities to the ETEP family.
There were also some striking similarities among the profiles of the student
teachers. Two of the three student teachers demonstrated prior teaching experience in
Vellum, setting themselves apart from the other members of their cohort by choosing
the more difficult route to elementary certification - student teaching in an urban
environment. All three student teachers chose to student teach with an innovative,
committed inner city cooperating teacher who shared their beliefs and who would
assist in their professional growth and development by letting them spread their wings
and develop their own teaching style.

Themes

Two broad mentoring themes emerged that were common to all of the
participants: support and challenge. The two themes will be described and illustrated
with appropriate excerpted materials from the interview transcripts, program
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documents, and field reports. The two themes appeared across three central topics
discussed by participants: curriculum, classroom management, and the school

culture.

Support

The participants used many words from the literature commonly associated
with support such as: help, encourage, care, guide, trust, befriend, counsel, advise,

coach, teach, model, protect, sponsor, advocate, monitor, and share. These words
appeared in their stories as they described the mentoring taking place between them
and the other participants.
Within ETEP, there are many sources of support for student teachers and
cooperating teachers inherent in the program. The program specifically calls their
university supervisors "resource people" because they are more than just supervisors;
they are resource people who offer support to the cooperating schools and the
cooperating teachers as well as the student teachers to whom they are assigned. The
resource person is often asked to provide curricular resources to help cooperating
teachers grow professionally. The resource people also deal with issues and
responsibilities characteristic of the traditional student teaching semester. Brian
remembers that one of the many problems student teachers worried about was related
to balancing their work load and the field work. He and Anne tried to work together
to respond to their concerns.
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How do I keep all of the (ETEP) paperwork going? When am I supposed to
find time to write up the lesson plans? I was asking them to keep a journal
and I was looking at it every time I came in, all that kind of stuff. I think that
it was those things that made it a very similar relationship because we were
dealing with the same kinds of concerns (real teachers have) in a lot of
respects. (Brian)

Anne also supported the student teachers by treating them as professionals and
bona fide members of the sixth grade team. Mike remembers being validated by
Anne during a team meeting with the other sixth grade teachers.

We had our core meetings three times a week an hour long and I sat in on the
meetings and she (Anne) would introduce me and I’d give any feedback I had.
She let me sit in on parent conferences. We did them as a team. If I had two
classes she would just say, ’I don’t know because I don’t teach that kid. My
student teacher does.’ It was up to me to tell the parents what I thought, that
kind of thing.

The student teachers remembered how Anne supported them with curriculum,
classroom management, and the school culture.
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Curriculum. Anne models the ETEP philosophy and the integrated day
approach to curriculum planning espoused by the program when teaching her sixth
grade class. She knows that ETEP prepares students for their practicum and has great
respect for the curricular experience they bring to the practicum.
Sally recalls an instance of Anne’s flexible, supportive mentoring style when
she permitted her to change her entire lesson plans for the week. Sally was allowed
to capitalize on the children’s interest in bees because of a particular incident in the
story, The Sign of the Beaver. In the book, the main character, Matt, got stung by a
swarm of bees.
My students wanted to find out more about bees. I went to the library after
school and took out as many books as I could find about bees and brought
them in as resources. I broke the class into small groups and let them
research the topic. They got so involved in this I could not believe it!

The semester Jessica was at Shea there were two other ETEP prepracticum
students, Maura and Susan, who were also assigned to the sixth grade team. Anne
arranged for them to rotate "round robin" style with her and the other teachers so
they would have experience in all curriculum areas. Brian also felt Jessica, Maura,
and Susan worked well under the tutelage and role modeling of Anne and her fellow
team members. The students actually modeled the cooperation they saw among the
four sixth grade teachers.
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The three student teachers really helped each other with their preparations . . .
it really was not competitive between them. It was kind of like the three of
them were the Three Musketeers. (Brian)

Brian admits he had reservations because none of his other prepracticum
students were integrating curriculum and teaching three to four classes a day. But
Jessica, Maura, and Susan embraced the idea because of the ongoing support they
were receiving from Anne. They told him they could learn more about elementary
curriculum this way. Jessica articulated her positive feelings about the arrangement.

We spent time visiting the math and the social studies and the English and then
we spent time teaching in each of the classrooms. We ran out of time so I
only taught in the math class but that helped an awful lot, especially with me
and math because I felt so insecure about teaching math. We didn’t get to
know the other teachers as well as we knew our own, but it was nice to see we
were all working together. Then the three of us were able to teach together.

Jessica said she enjoyed team teaching and collaborating with Maura and Susan on an
integrated unit about the environment. They were mentoring each other just as they
had observed the sixth grade teachers doing.
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I loved team teaching . . . when I was team teaching we used to discuss things
so we knew what each person was doing. I loved it. It was great.

Another example of Anne’s supporting the student teachers was she always sat
down after a lesson to talk about how it went, always asking how the student teachers
thought it went first before she gave her opinion.

My opinion is not important, their opinion is. Most of them (the student
teachers) are pretty critical of themselves. I relate experiences I have had as a
teacher for twenty years. You have to learn how to adapt. You have to learn
to change directions midstream and go with the flow of the kids .... letting
them be the guides. Then you come back and you reflect on what you’ve done
and plan where to start the next day.

Anne helped and supported the student teachers with their lessons and even
spoke to Brian, the resource person, when she felt his evaluation of their lessons was
too negative.

It has to be risk free. Yeah, your lessons don’t always go well and your
supervisor might be there when it happens. He (Brian) and I talked about it
because he’d sometimes ask questions that would let the student teachers think
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they did something wrong; it was negative. He had to reformulate his
questions to be more positive.

Sally (ST3) said Anne taught her a lot of games and other valuable strategies
to use as curriculum fillers when a lesson did not take as long as predicted or when
she found herself with extra time.

You know, quick games . . . pulling out poems and reading them and asking
things like, "What do you think?" or "Write a poem". Things that don’t have
anything to do with the subject matter that the kids were there for, but that
have to do with their lives and I think that was important.

Typical of an exemplary mentor, Anne believed in making her student teachers
autonomous. Mike remembers Anne did not hover over him, but he always knew she
was there in the wings to help in any way providing he initiated it.

She gave resources whenever I needed resources. She had plenty to show me
. . . she didn’t really tell me what to do or how to do anything. That wasn’t
really her style. "You do it your way and I’ll give you anything you need if
you ask for it."
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Classroom Management. Classroom management is an area that requires
specific, direct mentoring by the cooperating teacher and the resource person during
student teaching while student teachers experiment with the theories and strategies.
Although the theories of classroom management and discipline are explored in the
methods classes, the actual practice takes place during student teaching. As a follow¬
up, specific management problems are reflected upon and analyzed in small groups
during the Human Relations Seminar (the student teaching seminar).
Student teachers most always have problems sifting through the difficult task
of classroom management because an elementary teacher’s job is so complex. A
teacher must not only care for and teach twenty to thirty students daily, but plan ageappropriate curriculum, and deal with parents, administrators, support staff, and other
teachers. Student teachers need support deciphering this process. It is one thing to
write a superb lesson, but quite another feat to successfully implement it and address
all the management issues surrounding it.
As the cooperating teacher, Anne models good discipline and management
techniques and then allows the student teacher the freedom to "stretch and grow" and
slowly learn how to manage all of the disparate variables. Anne supports her student
teachers by offering encouragement if they are having a difficult time "getting it
together." According to Jessica,
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If I was having like a bad day, I was able to say (to Anne), "Will you take
over this class so I can sit down and reorganize?" If I had planned a lesson
that was like awful there was not a problem.

Jessica (ST1) liked the way Anne related to people, especially her sixth
graders. Anne let her caring personality show through with the sixth grade children.
Because their interpersonal skills and personalities were similar, Jessica felt Anne
could teach her how to find that delicate balance between being respected as the
teacher, and being a "pal" to your students.

She (Anne) used to laugh at her students all the time. I started to get like that
in Anne’s class because I’m like that normally. In other situations I had never
been. I tried to be all calm and nice and then I saw Anne. The kids reacted
to her because she had a personality and I find myself doing that. It’s fine to
have fun but you’ve gotta know when not to laugh at some of the things that
kids do. Anne’s whole attitude, her joking around and being at ease, being
strict but also being a friend - the kids always knew they could chat with her
and just say, ’Hey, how ya doing?’

Sally (ST3) echoed the same sentiment about Anne’s caring interactions with her
students. "That was something I didn’t see the other teachers doing as much. Anne
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asked a lot about kids’ sports and lives outside of the classroom and that made a huge
difference".
Anne also helped Sally with a problem student who was very immature and
hung around her all of the time to the detriment of both their learning. Sally said,
"The student ’drove me bananas.’"

Yeah. I had a problem all semester long with a student that would say, "I
love you, I love you, I love you." It was very difficult because he was very
immature, kids picked on him a lot, he’s a cry baby. It was embarrassing
because he would come up and hug me and that doesn’t fly in middle school.
I didn’t feel it was appropriate at all. If you are dealing with kindergartners,
it’s different. So I spent a lot of time talking to Anne because it upset me. I
didn’t know how to deal with it or even approach it. She would listen to me.
I ended up saying, "Look, I like you as my student but this has to stop, you
are embarrassing me in front of the class." He got very upset and it was very
difficult for him to understand because he was telling the other students that I
was his girlfriend. It got so out of hand, it was awful. It was difficult for me
to deal with and for him to deal with.

Anne stepped in and took over the class for two weeks until the situation
dissipated. "I had no idea how to handle it. It blew me out of the water, but Anne
was very supportive, definitely" (Sally). Anne was also compassionate and supportive
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when Mike took over her sixth grade class in January by splitting a difficult class so
he would feel successful.

The thing she helped a lot with when I came back was I had this class that was
huge. There were real behavior problems, that kind of thing, so we split it in
half. She took half and I took half.

As the semester progressed, Mike recalled how Anne gave him advice about
the importance of being consistent when disciplining the children and knowing when
to be humorously informal and when to be serious.

... she had a good way with knowing when to kid around and when not to
kid around. The kids knew when she was kidding around and when she
wasn’t. I think at the start I got a little too friendly. Towards the end of the
year it was different. . .

Brian (RP) also helped the student teachers with classroom management and
discipline issues. For example, Brian remembers an instance with Jessica (ST1) when
she had problems managing a class discussion. He felt it was related to the intonation
of her voice so together they addressed the problem.
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I remember that Jessica loved a good discussion and it was easy for her to get
off on tangents. The kids, especially the sixth graders, knew that they could
take advantage and they really did. Her voice encouraged that, too. She has
kind of an excited voice. The kids really can latch onto that. It is a younger
sounding voice ... I remember that we had to work on her voice a little bit
just to lower it. We had to make it a little lower so that it would sound more
authoritative like, 'T really do mean what I am saying this time, I’m not
kidding."

Brian also offered Jessica the advice she needed to be firm with her students.

Don’t let them snow you with a bunch of stuff because some kids will. They
are not all innocent... I think that she really wanted to give the kids every
benefit of the doubt. I think that Anne and I were sometimes coming at her
with "Don’t believe a word of it. They (the students) are manipulating you,
they really are."... We told her that the first time you substitute they are
going to sum you up. They will test you to the limit.

School Culture. Whenever people are thrust into a new environment, it can
be overwhelming. It takes time to adjust to change. The same is true for the student
teachers being enculturated into a new elementary school environment. Even though
the physical design and the function of the school may be similar to other schools they
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have student taught in, the culture of teaching in each elementary school is unique.
The school culture is defined by the beliefs, values, attitudes, and actions of the
principal, the staff, the parents, and the children. Getting to know the school culture
is not unlike the work of an anthropologist or the role of an ethnographer, which is a
time-consuming and complex process. ETEP attempts to alleviate the ’culture shock’
by requiring school observations and interviews the semester before student teaching.
However, one can never be totally prepared for a new environment; there is a
predictable fear of the unknown. There is a lot to unravel: the schedule for the day,
the class and school rules, the management and discipline process, recess and lunch
procedures, learning the students’ and staff names, the location of the classrooms, and
the special interests of the children.
Anne was quick to make the student teachers feel welcome at Shea. She
introduced them to the principal, the staff, and her class as a professional equal
making the student teachers feel like valued members of the sixth grade team.

I want them to feel that this is their class, too. Right from day one, I refer to
it as our class. I think that an important point in mentoring is that they have
to know it is theirs. They are not a visitor in my room.

An example of Anne’s willingness to share, unconditionally, her knowledge with the
next generation of teachers, was that she included the student teachers in every aspect
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of her teaching, keeping no secrets from them. She offered her support unselfishly as
they became familiar with the unique culture of Shea school.
During the placement interviews, Anne was careful to paint a clear picture of
what it was like to teach sixth grade in an inner city school. She did not whitewash
the reality of teaching in an urban environment. In fact, she was very blunt and
asked pointed questions as to why the students wanted to teach in Vellum. The
student teachers were aware of problems in the school system because at the time of
the study there was a great deal of publicity surrounding Vellum. The school system
was among the lowest in the state per pupil expenditure for education and many
veteran teachers had been laid off because of budget cuts. Despite this, Shea school
had an energy of its own due to a visionary, supportive principal and the commitment
of its staff. Anne wanted student teachers who would fit into this unique school
culture.
Anne arranged for the students to spend a day with the principal, Mr.
Chemical, to get to know what goes on beyond the classroom, to be exposed to the
politics of the school, and to see first hand what happens to a child when a teacher
ejects them from the classroom and sends them to the principal. They saw that
sometimes a simple infraction reported by a classroom teacher results in the child
being suspended and court action is taken if state laws regarding probation or truancy
are broken. They also learned that social workers, adjustment counsellors, and school
psychologists are often called in to assist the principal. By spending a day with the
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principal, the student teachers learned about the intricate support systems available to
schools and families.
According to Mike, "In terms of getting to know the principal and the rest of
the school, that kind of stuff, she (Anne) was good." Mr. Chemical says they are
probably the only school where the student teachers spend a day with the principal.

I think we are the only school that does this. Practice teachers, before they
leave spend a day with me. Just to see what it’s like on the other end and they
put the sneakers on and they’re off. That’s the way we do it ... . We get
them involved as much as we can in almost every aspect of what we do here
including duties on the field and radios. Sometimes the student teachers are
shocked we are giving them a walkie talkie because they come from some of
these non-urban areas. I’m kind of happy with what we do here .... The
student teachers do get involved. Anne does what she can to set things up.

Sally spent a day with Mr. Chemical and was impressed with the way he
mentored his staff.

He views them with admiration and respect. He works to make their jobs
better and more pleasant. He willingly shares his knowledge with them and is
always willing to listen. He has an open mind and an open door policy willing
to shelter new ideas and methods. In addition, he also plays "politician" by
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acting as the "go between " for the school committee and the faculty. He
works hard to keep the peace while helping his counterparts at the Vellum
schools. His day is always different and, to me, it is the variety that is
enticing. (Sally)

Anne encouraged the student teachers to get to know her sixth grade students
outside of the classroom. She suggested they eat lunch, go out to recess, and follow
them to the special subjects to see how they interacted in other venues and to answer
such questions as: How do sixth graders socialize with their peers?

Do they have a

special talent such as art, music, or sports?
Jessica and Sally had both been involved with tutoring students in Vellum
before their student teaching so they were familiar with the students. Mike had never
been involved so it took a while for him to understand the complexities of the urban
culture. However, he compensated for his lack of urban experience by volunteering
for community service. He coached a Little League Team from April until July,
staying attached to Vellum long after school ended. Sally also did some community
service by coaching a volleyball team and helping out at a volleyball clinic on
Saturdays during the spring semester.
At the beginning of the school year, Mike remembers feeling overwhelmed by
the demands of teaching in an urban setting. He admits to having a missionary
attitude; he was coming into Vellum to "turn things around" and to make a
difference in each student’s life. Anne supported him by helping to put things into
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perspective. At the beginning of the year, Mike had a student that was very needy so
he tried to help him as much as he could at the expense of the other thirty students in
his class and his own needs as a student teacher.

... she (Anne) helped me with reality, just by example, which I think was
great because I would have burnt myself out if I had continued focusing on
this student. ... It definitely helped having her . . . especially her experience
. . . she knows what it is all about .... It was tough to figure out that you
are going to lose some kids because you have too many or you don’t have the
help you need, that kind of stuff. I think Anne helped me to realize that was
going to happen without telling me it was going to happen.

Mike recalls Anne helping him decipher the complexity of the school administration
and the confusion regarding the detention policy.

There was such discrepancy between the vice principal and the principal and
the sixth grade teachers. The vice principal thought it should be one way and
the principal thought it should be another way and the sixth grade teachers
thought it should be one of the two ways. ... If I sent a kid to the vice
principal he might send him back and say, "What is he doing in my room?" It
was tough to get used to that at the start of the year. . . it was mostly trial and
error.
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However, through observation and discussions with Anne, Mike soon figured out that
the sixth grade teachers tried to solve their own discipline problems so the children
would not have to be sent to the office. He noticed the children "listened to Anne
just like she was the principal".

Challenge

My participants used words commonly associated with challenge in the
mentoring literature, ie., test, question, push, obstacle, and barrier, to describe the
challenges overcome by them during student teaching. The student teachers related
feeling challenged in these areas: curriculum, classroom management, and the school
culture.
When I first interviewed Anne about her experiences with student teachers, she
told me how she purposefully left the student teachers alone in the classroom on the
first day. "I think they have to learn to ’sink or swim’ right from the beginning.
They have to learn to be adaptive . . . they have to learn to be themselves." This
"into the fray on the very first day" approach was the earliest challenge Anne’s
student teachers faced. Anne made up an excuse to leave the room and said, "You
saw me do it. Now go ahead." At first, her philosophy troubled me because
according to the mentoring literature, a novice should not be left to "sink or swim". I
secretly wondered if I should find another cooperating teacher for my study whose
mentoring practices were more conventional and not blatantly defiant of the literature
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on mentoring. After much deliberation, I decided to accept the challenge and remain
in this setting to try to understand Anne’s unconventional mentoring style.
While coding the interview transcripts, I noticed each student teacher had
related a similar "sink or swim" experience relative to their first day of student
teaching. Mike remembers the first day of school when Anne gave him the last two
classes to teach.

... the first day! It was really an introductory day. I had basically heard
Anne do the same two things .... she taught two classes and then I basically
did whatever she taught in the morning. It turned out o.k. but I was just
surprised because I thought I’d be observing for awhile.

Although she was anxious at first, Jessica attributes her later success in the field to
Anne’s involving her in teaching the first day.

I think if it wasn’t for Anne I would have held back longer than I should have.
... I remember she said, ’You’re doing it!’ I was like, ’What do you mean
I’m doing it?’ She said, ’You’ll be fine’. She left for the first time, but she
didn’t leave completely. She bounced back and forth.

Sally was shocked when Anne asked her to take over on the first day of the
practicum because her only experience in Vellum had been with a bi-lingual class as a
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tutor working one-to-one with students. "I was totally frantic and I told her I couldn’t
do this and she said, ’Yes, you can.’ I told her the kids were going to crucify me if I
stood up in front of them."
As the resource person, Brian corroborated Anne’s high expectations for the
student teachers and her belief in challenging them right from the start. He said she
told each one at the beginning of the semester, "You are here as a professional in my
room. You are expected to do certain things and I will assume that you will do them
. . . unless you show us otherwise." He added this attitude would have been "kind of
tough for some student teachers" but Jessica, Mike, and Sally all accepted her
challenge.
In addition, Anne challenged them to draw on their own knowledge, not
wanting them to be a clone of her. "I think they have to develop their own rapport
with the students." She told each one, "This is your classroom .... There has to be
a relationship between the students and the student teacher that can’t be done if I’m in
there barking orders at them . . . They can’t be a clone of me, the way I behave. I
believe in throwing them into it - start them teaching right away." Anne continues,

As they tend to take on the responsibility, I tend to not dish out the
responsibility, but if I find they are taking it on too slowly I might shovel
some their way. But I let them go at their own pace. Whatever they feel they
are ready for, or if, for example, I found Sally starting to be a little slow so I
started saying, "In a week you’ll be taking this class on Tuesday."
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Curriculum: Sink or Swim? My initial findings suggested that Anne left the
student teachers to "sink or swim" but, upon further examination of the data, I noted
that each of the student teachers mentioned the Mimi curriculum. Apparently, on the
first day of student teaching, Anne gives each student teacher a copy of the
Bankstreet College Voyage of the Mimi curriculum guide to use as a basis for his or
her science lessons.
Respectful of their experience gleaned from previous prepractica, Anne
challenges student teachers to use their own ideas to meet the prescribed objectives of
the Mimi curriculum rather than telling them what to do. Brian remembers Anne
challenged the student teachers to experiment with the citywide sixth grade science
curriculum, an open-ended, interdisciplinary curriculum.

Well, like in science, Anne had a unit on the Voyage of the Mimi. That was
the science they were doing. Within that she gave the student teachers some
latitude about what to do with the different topics so that she did not expect
them to teach it with her lesson plans, so to speak. She could have asked
them to do that but she did say, "Here is the unit, here are the topics, so what
do you think you can come up with?"

According to Sally (ST3), "the Mimi is a way of integrating curriculum around
the voyage of a ship (the Mimi). . . it deals with relationships . . . it is an
oceanographic mission around the eastern coast of the United States and the
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Caribbean”.

Mike said, "the Mimi curriculum is all laid out. All the objectives are

there, but you can do the activities the way you want". Sally said she first used the

Mimi curriculum to design lessons on pollution. Later on she

essentially took the Mimi out of the water by teaching how pollution affects
turtle eggs. The turtles moved to land and the kids did things with animals on
land.

Brian found Anne’s approach to curriculum unique compared to other
cooperating teachers he worked with. She challenged the student teachers to be
creative and use the curriculum framework of the Mimi to guide them.

That was a little unusual because sometimes I think that teachers will just hand
a student the lesson plan and say, "We’ll improvise a little bit but here is the
way to teach it." Anne did not do that.

Classroom Management. With Anne and Brian, these student teachers
received two distinct styles of mentoring, indirect and direct. Anne used a more
indirect mentoring style by challenging her student teachers to develop their own
management style, not wanting them to be clones of her. Mike remembers
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I learned on my own, but she’d give me her comments, but she would never
judge me or say how to discipline. She just told me from her experience what
would work and what wouldn’t work. When I would try some new discipline
she would say, "This might work for awhile but don’t expect it to work
forever."

Brian also wanted the student teachers to be autonomous but would interject
when he felt it was necessary. One instance of his directive mentoring was when
Mike had trouble controlling his class; his students were challenging him to the limit
during class discussions. Brian gathered data to help Mike realize the students were
testing him.

I just thought that they were acting out way too much and he was trying his
hardest, he really was, not to come down hard on them, to give them leeway,
to give them some slack and that kind of thing. I kept trying to push Mike,
"They really want you to say no sometimes, they really do. It may not look
like it, but they really do. They want to know how far they can go".

Brian knew that Mike would never get through the challenge of teaching alone during
master teaching week if he could not control the class.
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I told him, ’'You just can not keep taking it and taking it. You can not do
that."

I said, "It is interrupting your lessons, you can not finish what you set

out to do, the other kids are saying what is going on. It is just like dominoes
and everything falls." ... I said, "Keep track of who is not behaving. Get
some rules posted up. . . . Keep track. Let kids know you are watching
them." Well, he did that. He really followed through.

Brian was pleased when a phone call from Mike validated his intervention. Mike
said, "It is going great, it really works. Anne is so happy and I am happy. It is just
like this load is taken off of me."

Brian used Mike’s experience as an example of Anne’s willingness to give up
her classroom so Mike could try things out for himself. Upon returning to her
classroom, Anne would trust her instincts to tell her how things went while she was
gone.

Mike started doing things right away. I think that she would leave the room
for periods of time because when she came back she could get the idea. It
was possible to fill in the blanks. As a teacher you can fill in the blanks as to
what has transpired (Brian).
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Another example of Anne’s indirect mentoring style is described by Jessica
who remembers the very first time Brian was coming to observe her teach a lesson.
Anne said she was going to leave Jessica alone in the classroom to fend for herself.
Jessica was very scared and really wanted Anne to stay, but after much discussion,
Jessica decided to trust Anne’s instincts, based on many years of mentoring student
teachers, that she was ready to take over the class on her own.

I’m thinking to myself, please stay in the classroom and I go, "What do you
think I should do?" And she goes, "Well, I think I should leave." And I’m
thinking to myself, oh God, what a disaster. . . Anne said, "Jessica, I’ll tell
you this. This is your observation and I’ve left you alone with the kids before
and I think you can do it now. It would be good for Brian to get a true
evaluation of you." The kids were automatically different when she was in the
classroom. I saw her point and she said she’d peek in. (Jessica)

Jessica felt so relieved when the observation was over and Anne reappeared. Anne
came in and said, "I told ya!"
Reflecting later about the experience, Jessica was glad Anne challenged her
early in the semester by leaving her alone in the room to figure things out for herself
because she was at ease when she had to take over full classroom responsibilities
towards the end of the semester.
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Because Anne pushed me and because she left a lot, I felt more comfortable
taking over the class during my master teaching.

During my student teaching

for November and December, I was it! I taught the whole day pretty much. I
enjoyed it.

School Culture. There were three specific challenges encountered by the
student teachers who chose to work in Vellum: a field experience in an urban site,
the special needs of the culturally and linguistically diverse sixth grade students, and
entering a school with a veteran teaching force.
ETEP’s mission is to prepare elementary teachers to teach in the urban schools
as well as in the suburban schools. This is also one of the objectives of the school university partnership (PDC). ETEP challenges its student teachers by recommending
they spend at least one of three field experiences in an urban setting. Each of the
participants in this study chose to teach, student teach, or supervise in Vellum because
of the professional challenge it presented them. Sally (ST3) articulates the role of a
teacher in an urban school: "In a city school you’re not just the teacher you are the
social worker, you’re the mom, you’re the dad, you’re the friend, the ’Oh my God, I
need advice person!’"
Sally has always wanted to work in an urban school and mimics the caring she
felt from her high school coach as this story about a pregnant student attests.
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I’d do anything for them and I think that part of caring kind of reflects in my
teaching because I sit there and say to the kids, "What’s wrong? You don’t
look well today." I take the time to get to know what’s going on. Last
semester I had an eighth grader who was pregnant so when I heard that I
would make a point to ask how she was feeling because nobody else would.
Right now I am trying to get a hold of her address because she had her baby
in August and she was supposed to start the Care Center, the day care center
for Vellum teen mothers who wish to return to school after the baby is bom.
I’ve met a woman in my ESL program who works at the Care Center and I’ve
heard she (my student) was there for three days and dropped out. I really
want to find her.

Sally relates that "Anne always took the same interest in the pregnant student. She
would ask things like ’What’s up? How are you feeling?’ No one else seemed to
care about her."
Sally thought Anne modeled genuine respect and caring for her inner city
students by constantly monitoring their needs and negotiating adjustments to their
school day if they were having a bad day due to problems at home.

I think Anne developed a respect for the kids and they respected her, but at the
same time, they know that they could say, ’Look, I am having a bad day.
Don’t ask me a question’ and she would respect that. I’d say it was her
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respect for kids regardless of what age they are is what I saw from her. If
someone was having a bad day she would respect that but give them their
paper to do. But if they wouldn’t comply she would take them out into the
hall and say, ’What’s going on?’ I think by taking the time to do that the kids
were more prepared to learn because they were relaxed (Sally).

Mike found entering the culture of teaching at the Shea school challenging at times
because it was a veteran staff. The staffs average age was forty-five years old while
Mike was only a twenty-two year old undergraduate with interests typical of someone
his age. Several teachers had children Mike’s age, so at times they appeared like
parents to him.

I wasn’t at the point in my life where almost all of the people at Shea school
were. They had two or three kids, or their kids were all grown up already. It
wasn’t really something I could associate with and they couldn’t associate with
me in the same way.

Another thing Mike found challenging was trying to understand the "split personality"
of the principal, Mr. Chemical.

There was his "school personality" when he was with the kids. He was stone
faced all the time and you can’t blame him for it because he had so many
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problems all day long to deal with. You know if I or another teacher came up
with a problem, he’d snap. Everybody else was used to it, but I wasn’t used
to it. But, whenever I had a chance to talk to him at the end of the day in the
office he was great. He was always very helpful.

Anne served on many committees at the school and was respectea by the
principal and the other teachers. Her "position power" in the school opened doors for
the student teachers. Through her own interactions with the other teachers and the
principal, she transmitted the complex culture of the school by modeling how to deal
with disparate personalities.

Integrating Support and Challenge For Professional Growth

Professional growth is the ultimate product when a delicate balance or
optimum linkage exists between support and challenge. Part of professional growth
takes place because of the support given and part because of the challenges
encountered in the mentoring process. This section will address the way the ETEP
program facilitated professional growth and development by implementing the clinical
supervision model (Goldhammer, 1969) to provide a way for a variety of people to
act as mentors to ETEP student teachers. Clinical supervision is the "glue" that holds
support and challenge together.
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ETEP believes in challenging students to be reflective about their practice and
supports them in this developmental change process along the teacher education
continuum of preservice, induction, and inservice. Anne takes seriously her role in
the change process during the practicum. "I want them to be successful, I really do.
I want them to learn something, too, and hopefully I can model what I want them to
learn."
ETEP uses the clinical supervision model as a vehicle to support and challenge
the student teachers to become reflective, lifelong learners. They train the inservice
cooperating teachers and resource personnel to use the model with student teachers.

Supervision as a Helping Relationship is a course taught on the University of
Massachusetts campus as well as on-site in Vellum. Anne took the course in Vellum
at the Shea School and Brian was trained in clinical supervision during the resource
person’s seminars on Wednesday mornings at the university. The cycle of clinical
supervision is followed very closely; from pre-observation conferences, observation
and data gathering, analysis and strategy, to post-observation conferences. Data are
collected in a non-judgmental way allowing the student teachers to read the raw data
and uncover for themselves their own next steps which are then discussed with Brian
during post-observation conferences. At the first of three, three-way meetings that
take place during the beginning, middle, and end of the semester, individual goals for
the semester are set by the cooperating teachers, the student teachers, and the
resource person. Accompanied by tasks and indicators of success, these goals are
checked regularly during student teaching and growth is documented.
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Anne distinguishes between her mentoring role with the student teachers and
her role with her peers. She sees her mentoring role as somewhat asymmetrical with
student teachers because she acts a guide and monitor, never losing sight of her
ultimate goal to make them autonomous by the end of the practicum. When
mentoring her peers or other teachers in the sixth grade team, she is less directive and
would only offer support if asked.

I like to use the word mentoring perhaps because it is so broad, what I take on
is a different role as sort-of a guide and a monitor of the student teacher, yet
still giving them the freedom and flexibility to do what they want. Where I
would not necessarily mentor someone in my own team. I would be their
friend and I would offer suggestions, but if they didn’t ask, I wouldn’t offer.
With a student teacher, I offer suggestions, but they are more quick to ask
because they are just beginning.

Using the clinical supervision model, Anne questions the student teachers about the
process of learning to teach. She guides them to ask the right questions about their
own practice.

When I am working with a student teacher, I would offer suggestions on how
to do it, or I would ask questions that would make them question why they
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would do this or that with a kid. . . I am more focused on lessons with
students.

Anne said learning how to implement the clinical supervision model has made
her more effective as a mentor teacher.

I know more about mentoring and supporting people, more about asking the
right kinds of questions, more about questioning them to think about
themselves. I’ve turned from being a ’do it this way’ to a guide. I offer
suggestions and I’ve learned to ask questions that get them to think about
themselves as teachers and to get them to reflect on what they want to do and
how they want to accomplish it. I’m there to help them accomplish it.

Sally admired Anne’s flexible attitude that "there is always tomorrow". It
helped Sally to relax and grow professionally. Anne told her to tap into the interests
of the children when she was teaching because "you don’t want to lose the energy of
the kids".

Anne modeled that so much I felt I could, too. That was probably the
biggest mentor thing she did for me as far as my teaching goes. She
taught me to be flexible and to know that you can just go with the kids
interests.
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Another way Sally feels Anne helped her grow professionally was by sharing
her "secrets" about teaching; things about teaching that were not taught in classes at
the university. Sally coined it "Life Skills 110" or "Survival 101".

I think Anne helped me develop professionally in terms of having a command
of not subject material but aspects of school, how to deal with students. The
things that aren’t taught in the classroom. I learned a lot about what did we
call it? Oh, Life Skills 110. How to get through a school day when this goes
wrong, like first period when the copies didn’t come through. The survival
aspects of teaching that just don’t come up in methods course work. The
copier breaks and you don’t have the dittoes, you run out of time and you only
have 20 minutes left and it’s a math class. What do you do?

Sally said Anne always used to say that the challenges of student teaching in
an urban setting would prepare her for any teaching experience encountered later on
in her career. "If you’ve taught in Vellum you can teach anywhere!"
Jessica considered Anne a model of professionalism and lifelong learning.
Anne did not isolate herself from the other teachers and was involved in the school
activities as well as her own professional endeavors outside of school.

It was nice to see that she (Anne) was getting involved with things outside the
classroom. That was part of the mentoring thing, too. That you didn’t have
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to keep yourself locked in your classroom. And I don’t think that was an
intentional thing that she was trying to get across, but by watching her and
seeing that she had the classroom but she also had things outside her
classroom. (Jessica)

Brian took seriously his charge as a resource person to challenge and support
the student teacher’s growth. He defines his mentoring role by giving an example of
how he used the clinical supervision model with Jessica.

My responsibility was to help Jessica mature as a student teacher and so
whatever that meant, bringing in some resources, articles or making a
particular comment at some point taking certain kinds of data ...

You are

taking the data, boy this is going to sound terrible, to prove a point because
your instincts as a teacher tell you X. You really have to do this ... for
instance, you really have to make sure the students know where the lines are
for behavior. You really have to do that. The data that you collect is going to
point that out.

Brian challenged Jessica by gathering specific data that would allow her to uncover
for herself what was happening rather than merely telling her.
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I remember sometimes not bending the data, maybe I implied that earlier, but
looking for specific things to prove my point . . . there was a bias there that
was not just a subjective thing. Sometimes it was more that way, but other
times I knew that students were really pushing her and that she really had to
nip this situation before it got out of hand. I started to collect some
information about that so she would have a chance to see it.

Brian felt negotiation was also a big part of challenging and supporting the student
teachers’ professional growth and development. He treated each as an individual and
respected their unique needs by "treating the person you are working with as though
they are responsible, that they are professional enough to actually participate in the
negotiation with you".

I understood that I could not force her (Jessica) to be a certain kind of teacher
so that as much as I wanted to see certain things come through in her teaching
and her approach with kids, I realized that was another part of negotiations.
She was not me, she was Jessica and herself as a person, her background,
upbringing, her experiences were all things I had no idea about. They were
all, I am sure, having some type of impact.

Brian was always willing to intercede on students behalf in regard to program
requirements and also to bring the latest news from the program to them in the field.
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He was happy to share his knowledge. Sally was curious about her own practice and
took advantage of Brian’s expertise in reading and writing by asking him to share the
latest theories and applications of reading and writing.

I think that Sally saw that she was going to use these theoretical ideas because
of the particular bent of our program with reading and writing, looking at
students as building a model of languages for themselves and I have some
people calling this constructivist, I do not know what to call it, but it is whole
language, it is tied in with the whole language philosophy that students use for
reading, writing in real ways, not just to do dittos, but to do the things like
projects, to communicate with people so that had some bearing too, I think.
It did. It made a big difference in her approach with students. Sally was
trying to be true to the beliefs that Anne and I were talking about and she was
picking up on them very quickly, I think.

Brian said Sally seemed to question her own teaching practice more than most of his
student teachers and was not sure whether it was Anne’s mentoring style with her or
just that Sally was actually more advanced than her peers in self-analysis and
reflection.
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She learned things a little different from Mike and Jessica, not that they didn’t,
but Sally could somehow have a sense of what had to be done and was able to
translate it pretty rapidly into actual action in the class.

Sally’s teaching focus advanced from being interested solely in how she was doing as
a teacher to how her teaching affected the children. Sally’s stage of teaching was
closer to that of a veteran teacher so Anne’s mentoring style was apt to be less
directive and more participatory.

At times, Brian and Anne practiced data collection together when she was
taking the supervision course on-site in Vellum. Brian recalls they would often
observe the same lesson taught by Jessica (ST1), but each of them would choose a
different focus for the observation and use a different method of gathering data. They
would then share their notes prior to the joint post-conference with Jessica.

There is a distinction there even though we were using the same kind of model
of data collection with the same philosophy we were really looking at a couple
of different places and levels just looking at different things .... Anne was
focusing on the children’s reaction to the student teacher’s lesson while I was
looking at the professional growth and development of the student teachers. It
was fun to compare notes and it was helpful for the student teacher to get so
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much feedback from one lesson. It was done in a non-threatening way so as
not to upset the student teacher. (Brian)

Although it was difficult for her at first, Jessica found that, as a result of Anne
and Brian’s observations and data collection, she gradually became more comfortable
with the challenge of discovering her own next steps for professional growth. The
outgrowth of this positive experience is that being observed by her principal during
her induction year has been less threatening to her.

I think if someone observed me now, I would have a much easier time
designing my own next steps. I remember when Anne was doing it she really
jr

had to pull it out of me, but I think that was because it was my first real
student teaching. . . . Anne used to do the little diagrams ’cause after she did
it the first few times she said now what do you want me to look for? And I
would tell her and she would draw a different diagram for everything I
needed, so that helped a lot in my development as a teacher.

Mike recalls that he and Brian used the clinical supervision model to solve a
discipline problem he was having.

Together Brian and I sat down and wrote out a plan. I had him come in and
see one of my tougher classes . . . Together we worked out a discipline
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program ... It worked! That was something I could definitely use in another
classroom, not just in Vellum.

Phases of the Preservice Mentoring Relationship

1
«

The data demonstrated a pattern at the beginning, middle, end, and "beyond"
emerged in this study of preservice mentoring relationships. The data supported the
delineation of four phases and the labels attached to these phases of the preservice
mentoring relationships are modifications of Kram’s work (1983): Initiation,
Reciprocity, Separation, and Redefinition. Upon reflection, each participant
recognized the stages they had passed through in the mentoring relationship from the
beginning to the end of the sixteen week student teaching semester. Each phase is
described and illustrated with excerpted data from interview transcripts, program
documents, and field reports.

Phase I: Initiation

The initiation phase most often begins when the student teachers observe and
interview teachers during the semester prior to student teaching (see ETEP Placement
Process). The flame of a preservice mentoring relationship is often ignited during
Wednesday morning observations. Later, during the placement interview, the student
teacher and the cooperating teacher get to know each other and decide whether or not
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to place each other on their preference lists which are then submitted to the field
coordinator. If the match is approved by the program and the school principal, the
student teacher and the cooperating teacher meet again to make plans for the field
experience semester ahead. By the time student teaching begins, they have met a
minimum of three times and have had a chance to share philosophies and get to know
each other.
Jessica remembers knowing immediately that she liked Anne; she said they
"clicked" right away.

I met Anne on the first day of student teaching. I can actually remember
walking in with my friends and people (in the office at Shea) were saying to
us, ’Oh, you have Anne, you have Lennie.’ So we split up (and went to the
sixth grade classrooms). Anne was very nice .... She was very relaxed,
very laid back, so I felt at ease right away.

When asked pointedly what attracts Anne to certain student teachers, she said she
looks first for those who really want to work in an inner city school and whom she
senses will also work well in a team teaching situation. She then admitted to a certain
chemistry she often feels during the interview with a prospective student teacher:
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. . . most of the time it is a philosophy, but often times it is a chemistry or
becomes one . . . that’s something I look for when they come in - if they’re
willing to work within a team framework, that’s real important.

Anne is impressed when the student teachers accept the challenge of working
in an urban environment.

They may not have always been the shining stars of their classes, but they are
the ones that were willing to take the risk, willing to try things. . . .
Those (students) that are gung-ho and ready to jump in, I like. Jessica was
one of those. So was Sally. Mike was a little laid back, a little hesitant, but
he got over that.

Phase II: Reciprocity

In the reciprocity phase, the participants felt they were working very closely
with Anne; sharing lesson planning and classroom responsibilities with her. They
felt their relationship with Anne was growing more participatory. There were open
lines of communication and trust was building between them. There was a real "give
and take" to the relationship. Jessica remembers,
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Slowly we just did transition things ... I remember being so afraid of
grading these kids. I didn’t know how to put grades on these stories so I
graded them but I wrote them down and then Anne did and we compared
them.

Sally said as she and Anne became more comfortable with each other, their
sense of humor became more alike. Anne and Sally joked around and openly
competed for the students’ attention by trying to outdo each other with interesting
lessons.

Well, as time went on we obviously got more comfortable with each other,
more joking, and more jealousy if the kids liked one of her lessons better than
mine. We were always pretty sarcastic to each other, but, as the weeks went
on, it got pretty funny. It was a great way to relieve some of the stress and
tension.

Sally remembers talking with Anne about the student teacher from another
college who did not have a good relationship with her cooperating teacher or with any
of the other teachers in the school.

Eventually the student teacher dropped out of

student teaching. This incident opened up a dialogue between Anne and Sally which
resulted in them analyzing their own mentoring relationship. This exercise brought
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them closer and made them realize how lucky they were to have an open, reciprocal
mentoring relationship.

I keep thinking of the teacher across the hall who had a student teacher and
their relationship was awful. Actually the teacher didn’t end up getting
certified which was good for the kids. Anne and I had talked about it in the
beginning and Anne said, "You know, this is the difference ... we are in the
lunchroom and you talk to the other teachers to find out what they are doing,
while the other student teacher just eats and leaves." The student teacher
never tried to connect with people in the school, but Anne always encouraged
me to do that. (Sally)

Phase IQ: Separation

Towards the end of the sixteen week semester (prior to the redefinition phase)
the participants described a "turning point" in the relationship or a "breaking away."
During this phase, the student teachers begin to distance themselves from the
cooperating teacher fulfilling a need to exert their independence and become
autonomous.
For Jessica, the separation phase began when Anne hesitantly let her take
complete charge of the science curriculum and plan an environmental mini-unit with
the three other prepracticum student teachers. Even though Anne did not agree totally
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with the lesson plans because of the class groupings and the materials that were to be
used, she trusted Jessica enough to "let go" and let her experiment with her idea.

I remembered that Susan and Maura and I came together and did like an
environmental thing. And I had this oil spill lesson that I wanted to do and
she (Anne) was like, "I don’t know about the group work and oil" . . . Finally
she’s like, "Do it." I thought that was kind of like a turning point, so to
speak. She was like, "You go ahead. Plan it, do it with all the classes, that’s
fine." (Jessica)

During his full-time week of master teaching, Mike said Anne left him on his
own a lot. Things went so well, she let him continue to teach and take charge of all
aspects of the class for two extra weeks.

After my master teaching (which lasted 3-4 weeks), I was basically "it" to the
end of the semester. I gave Anne back the class two days before I left... it
just kind of fell into that which was all right with me. (Mike)

Sally relates an abrupt change in her mentoring relationship with Anne which
was precipitated by Anne’s mother’s sudden illness. Sally immediately took on more
responsibility for the lesson planning and often took over the class when Anne had to
go to the hospital to visit her mother. "When her mom got sick, I said, ’I have the
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last two periods free, go to the hospital, go take care of her, you aren’t getting
anything done here, go’". Unfortunately, it came at a time when Sally could have
used Anne’s input and guidance to plan her master teaching week, but she was forced
to be autonomous due to the circumstances.

Towards the end of the semester her mother got very ill and that was hard for
me because Anne was also taking a class and teaching a class while I was her
practicum student. That took a lot of her time and her mother getting sick
took more of her time ... I wanted to help her as much as possible and I
ended up taking a lot more than I expected to, but as it is I was better off in
the end. At the time, it was very difficult to balance my classes and my time
there. Anne felt confident to leave me with her students and say, ’I need some
time off to deal with some things that are going on in my life.’ She would call
me at night and check in, but there was a period of time where the students
were mine (Sally).

As their relationship changed, Sally felt the roles reversing because she was now the
nurturer supporting Anne in her time of need.

... I think Anne had the trust and confidence in me to say, ’I need this time’.
. . . she would be stressed out and I would be like, ’Ah relax.’ I would also
do stuff like help her alphabetize papers before she graded them.
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Sally felt they had become colleagues who trusted each other enough to share what
was going on in their life outside of school. Occasionally Anne acted out of character
in her dealings with students, but Sally understood it was because Anne’s
psychological needs were being threatened because of her mother’s illness. Sally
reasoned

. . . when you are working with someone everyday for that amount of hours,
it is hard not to bring in what is going on in your life outside the classroom. I
think you need someone to vent with and specifically the person you are
working with.

Phase IV: Redefinition

The redefinition phase occurs towards the end of the sixteen week student
teaching semester. The cooperating teacher and the student teacher prepare to part
company. Either they wish to stay connected and think of one another as colleagues,
or they walk away from the practicum experience and let go of the relationship. In
this study, the student teachers and the cooperating teacher parted as friends and
decided to stay in touch. The data support the fact that Anne was a fine mentor, the
quintessential cooperating teacher who supplied the correct balance of support and
challenge when mentoring her proteges.
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Anne has an eight year history of mentoring students for ETEP and is a key
player in the mentoring component of the school-university partnership. Anne said
she still remains friendly with many of her former proteges. In fact, when Anne and
her husband attend conferences on Cape Cod, one of her former student teachers
babysits for her children. This particular student teacher liked sports and used to play
volleyball with Anne and some of the other Shea teachers. As a result, they came to
enjoy a close mentoring relationship that extended beyond the classroom.
Although Anne tries to stay in touch with her students long after the practicum
is over, she does sometimes lose touch. She is philosophical when she talks about the
student teachers leaving her and moving on professionally after graduation.

Most student teachers I keep in touch with for awhile but when I don’t hear
from a student for awhile it’s usually because their life has taken a different
direction . . . Their lives change just as our lives change. We don’t
necessarily associate with the same people we associated with before.

Sally said her relationship with Anne is flourishing now that it is in the
redefinition phase. They made plans at the end of the practicum to get together and
do something that was not related to teaching.

Right after graduation I left for Puerto Rico for two months and we were
supposed to get together before that but it didn’t work out. Our intent is to get
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together to go out and do something not school related similar to the end of
the semester when all the teachers had a party off campus for those of us who
were graduating.

Sally and Anne are good friends who, serendipitously, continue to see each other
twice a week now that Sally is doing her ESL prepracticum at Shea Middle School.

Anne and I are friends. I called her at the beginning of the semester and I
said, "I am going to come visit, I need to talk to you and I want to talk to
some ESL teachers” and I said, "Do you have a problem?” and she said, "Oh
no, stop by" and when I stopped by I saw her and we caught up on what is
going on in each other’s life.

Sally felt accepted as a colleague by the other teachers at Shea school when
they included her in a social outing. "We (ten -fifteen teachers) went down to a local
pub and it was fun because it had nothing to do with school. It was fun to be able to
let your hair down".
Mike also remembers getting to know the teachers better by socializing after
hours with them in a collegial way. He liked the way they were able to find common
ground for conversation in areas other than teaching.
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It was nice sometimes before vacation the whole staff would get together at a
bar and hang around which was good. I learned some things from them there.
I talked to a couple of teachers that I hadn’t talked to before ... We talked a
lot about travelling so they had a lot to offer besides teaching.

Near the end of the semester, Mike felt his mentoring relationship with Anne
changing. Anne had become a colleague who helped him out when he needed a favor
and he repaid it in kind. "When I needed some time to go to an interview or
something, she took over my class and if she ever needed to go to make a phone call,
I would go in and help her out". Mike summarizes the final stages of their
relationship.

Anne and I had a good last month together. Although she was always helpful
in giving me resources, I really got to know her better as a person. I really
admire her for what she has done for the ETEP program.

The mentoring relationships of Mike, Anne, and Sally went through a major
redefinition at the beginning of the Spring 1993 semester when Mike was hired to be
a long term substitute in Anne’s sixth grade class. A triad of unique, intertwined
mentoring relationships formed between Anne (CT), Mike (ST2), and Sally (ST3).
Mike found himself in an unusual position: he became a peer mentor to both Anne
and Sally at the same time. Mr. Chemical describes how this happened.
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It’s funny when emergencies develop, right? Ironically a teacher got a job in
Easthampton and she was the Chapter 1 reading teacher and Anne, although
she wasn’t certified at the time, she was very good in reading and it just so
happened that Mike was science-related and boy, how those pieces fit! I
thought I could move Anne and Mike, if Mike was willing to stay around.
That was an interesting situation. Talk about going from the practice teacher
or intern right into the position!

Anne was challenged professionally by her new position. She became a student
again, a learner, who, like Sally, was being observed regularly by her reading
supervisor from the university to satisfy state standards for reading certification.
Anne was forced to reflect on her practice in a new way just as Sally was; thus their
relationship was participatory and not as asymmetrical as it often is between a
cooperating teacher and a student teacher. Together they analyzed their teaching
methods. Brian was intrigued by what he saw.

They were learning together and were approaching some of the lessons
together and saying, "What if we change the journals? . . . "Or what if we
evaluated them not with this quiz but with something else?"

It appeared to Brian that peer mentoring was taking place between Sally and Anne.
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It is to Anne’s credit that she could see that she was in a different position
herself and was willing to let the student teacher’s personality and experience
kind of expand. She was willing to negotiate, too. I mean because even
though she was a learner herself at that point she could have been more
dogmatic about it and said, "You will do it this way or this is the way that I
think it should be done so you do it that way." She did not. Anne was
willing to allow Sally room to maneuver and to try new things. (Brian)

Reflecting on her experience with Anne, Sally states, "I was so happy there. I
loved waking up in the morning and going to school". Sally said her experiences at
Shea prepared her for the "real world" and she is now "ready to face it". Mike
agrees and says, "Vellum is a great place full of great teachers and kids. If I had it
(my practicum) to do over again, I would do it there without hesitation."

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

After observing the complex phenomenon of preservice mentoring as it
occurred in the student teaching component of one elementary teacher education
program, I have concluded that mentoring takes place at many different levels during
teacher development. The data provide a basis for guiding others interested in
incorporating mentoring into their teacher education programs. If teacher educators
want to provide, model, and encourage preservice mentoring processes, then they
should take note of the necessary skills provided within this context. Mentoring can
be a critical element in providing a bridge between preservice education and induction
into teaching. The purpose of the dissertation was to address the following questions
*How does mentoring operate in the cooperating teacher/student teacher
relationship in the student teaching component of one elementary preservice teacher
education program?
*What do cooperating teachers and student teachers identify as the key
elements of mentoring relationships in the student teaching component of one
elementary preservice teacher education program?
The study revealed the nature of preservice mentoring within the context of the
school-university partnership between the Vellum Public Schools and the University
of Massachusetts Amherst Elementary Teacher Education Program (ETEP).

The

specifics of this collaboration model will be useful to those interested in designing
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preservice mentoring programs. The study also investigated the collaborative
mentoring support system that operates within this elementary teacher education
program (ETEP) itself.
Themes: Support and Challenge

Two broad mentoring themes emerged that were common to all of the
participants: support and challenge. The study revealed that support and challenge
operated simultaneously within the ETEP Program. The two themes appeared across
three central topics discussed by the participants: curriculum, classroom
management, and the school culture. Much of the mentoring literature follows the
classical strand of mentoring which relies heavily on mentoring as a supportive,
protective process (Anderson and Shannon, 1988; Bey and Holmes, 1990; Gehrke,
1988).
The study demonstrated that it is not enough to merely support student
teachers during student teaching when the overriding goal is to make them
independent and autonomous. To ensure independence, the student teachers need to
be supported and challenged to enable them to manage their own professional growth
and development after they graduate. Preservice mentoring which focuses on
achieving the correct balance between support and challenge can provide the
mechanism for bridging the gap between preservice and induction into teaching. The
clinical supervision model (Goldhammer, 1969) used by ETEP provided a vehicle for
the integration of support and challenge. Training in the clinical supervision model
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for the ETEP key personnel encouraged optimum professional growth and
development of the student teacher.

Phases of the Preservice Mentoring Relationship

The data demonstrated that a pattern at the beginning, middle, end, and
"beyond" emerged in this study of preservice mentoring relationships. The data
supported the delineation of four phases. The labels attached to these phases of the
preservice mentoring relationships are modifications of Kram’s work (1983):
Initiation, Reciprocity, Separation, and Redefinition. Upon reflection, each
participant recognized the stages he/she had passed through in his/her mentoring
relationship from the beginning to the end of the sixteen week student teaching
semester. Each phase is described and illustrated with excerpted data from the study
in Chapter IV.
The study suggests even though the student teaching semester is only sixteen
weeks long, the cooperating teacher-student teacher mentoring relationships in this
study underwent the same predictable, developmental phases characteristic of longer
relationships. The mentoring relationships appeared at first to be asymmetrical in
nature because the cooperating teacher was more experienced. As the student teacher
became more knowledgeable, however, the relationship became more equitable as the
semester progressed. Each of the student teachers in this study found the phases
varied in length and were dependent upon how long it took the individual
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relationships between the cooperating teacher and the student teacher to reach the final
stages.
Participants’ Understanding of Mentoring

Before the first interview, each participant was asked to construct a personal
mentoring constellation using the researcher-modified Kram Relationship Constellation
Model (see Appendix D). This open-ended exercise was designed to help the
participants reflect on previous mentoring relationships, events, and experiences. The
following paragraphs are a summary of their understandings of the mentoring process
gleaned from this exercise as well as their understandings gleaned from the study.
As indicated by the data, the participants understood the mentoring process and
defined it as a specific form of teaching. The intimacy of the mentor and protege
resulted in a unique relationship within the spectrum of possible relationships in the
classical definition of teaching where a less experienced person learns from a more
experienced person. Each participant mentioned the importance of support and
challenge in the mentoring process; a mentor supports the protege but also provides
challenges and obstacles to assist in his/her professional development. The
participants spoke of a mentor as someone who would respect them, encourage them,
listen to their hopes and fears, ask non-judgmental questions to help them grow, and
respond to their many needs in an honest, caring way that fostered autonomy.
Each student teacher in this study conceptualized the beginning mentoring
relationship as asymmetrical; the cooperating teacher had power over the student
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teacher. By the end of the student teaching semester, however, each participant in
this study mentioned their mentor-protege relationship had evolved into a trusting,
reciprocal relationship which was collegial and peer like.

Researcher’s Understanding of Mentoring

My search through the literature confirmed that mentoring was being
interpreted in many different ways both in the literature and in practice. Nonetheless,
I was able to sort through the complexity of the phenomenon of mentoring and glean
some important elements for an operational definition of mentoring in preservice
teacher education. The dominant developmental models that helped shape my
definition of preservice mentoring were those of Levinson (1978), Kram (1983), and
Darling (1986). The patron family system of the Renaissance and Baroque periods
established the notion that a person could have more than one mentor at a time which
gave me the historical perspective needed for the definition.
A review of the mentoring literature yielded the following definition of
mentoring in preservice teacher education:
Emergent teachers moving through the teacher education continuum of
preservice, induction, and inservice, construct a mentoring system: a unique
network of people who teach, challenge, supervise, befriend, counsel/advise,
support, protect, and sponsor them. A mentor-protege relationship in
preservice teacher education is characterized by mutuality, reciprocity,
commitment, collegiality, nurturanee, caring, and respect for the autonomy of
the protege along a developmental path of initiation, cultivation, separation,
and redefinition, always with a goad of increased self-reliance accomplished in
a non-judgmental way (Templeton, 1993).
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A Revised Definition of Preservice Mentoring Processes
By comparing the results of the qualitative case study of mentoring processes
in one preservice teacher education program with the participants’ and researcher’s
understanding of mentoring, I was able to glean elements for a revised definition of
preservice mentoring. Some of my earlier perceptions of mentoring drawn from the
literature review changed after this analysis. The following definition applicable to
preservice mentoring relationships in this study is based on the literature review, the
case study, and the participants’ and researcher’s understanding of mentoring.
Emergent teachers moving through the teacher education continuum of
preservice, induction, and inservice, construct a mentoring system to
help them manage their professional growth and development: a unique
network of people who support and challenge them with curriculum,
classroom management, and the school culture. A mentor/protege
relationship is characterized by shared beliefs, negotiation, reciprocity,
commitment, collegiality, nurturance, and respect for the autonomy of
the protege along a developmental path of initiation, reciprocity,
separation, and redefinition, always with a goal of increased selfreliance. (Templeton, 1994).

Implications For Practice
An analysis of how one cooperating teacher helped train three student teachers
may be valuable in improving the preparation of student teachers and beginning
teachers. My analysis suggests several implications about mentoring and its
relationship to a preservice teacher education program. First, support and challenge
are key elements in mentoring. It is important to obtain a balance between support
and challenge to achieve professional growth and development for the student
teachers.
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Second, my data suggest the importance of using the collaborative efforts of
the school university partnership to find a "good match" for the cooperating teacher
and the student teacher to help facilitate a successful preservice mentoring
relationship.
Third, this study suggests the importance of training mentor teachers and
university resource people in the clinical supervision model (Goldhammer, 1969) to
assist student teachers in their professional growth and development.
Fourth, this study suggests it is possible to have a viable mentoring
relationship during the relatively short sixteen week student teaching semester that
follows a predictable, developmental pattern.
Fifth, this study suggests the benefits of providing peer mentoring
opportunities by keeping the students in a cohort throughout their teacher preparation
program.
Implications For Further Research

This study raises some important issues concerning the nature of preservice
mentoring relationships and leaves these questions unanswered. They include
-How long can preservice mentoring relationships be expected to last beyond the finite
student teaching semester? On average, how long do they last?
The study revealed that these particular preservice mentoring relationships
lasted beyond the sixteen week student teaching semester. During the
redefinition phase, the relationship between the student teacher and the
cooperating became collegial and peer like. All three student teachers stay in
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touch with the cooperating teacher and one, in fact, has returned to Shea
school to do a practicum with an ESL teacher. The cooperating teacher spoke
of student teachers she had mentored in previous semesters who still call for
references or resources. A longitudinal, qualitative study initiated by a
preservice teacher education program or by a college alumni office could
address this issue and ultimately provide insight for other preservice teacher
education programs interested in facilitating long term relationships between
their student teachers and cooperating teachers. A network of potential
cooperating teacher mentors may be generated by a study of this magnitude.
-What are the key ingredients of a not so successful relationship? What can we learn
from unsuccessful mentoring relationships to inform mentoring practice?
Although key ingredients of preservice mentoring relationships did emerge
from this study of three successful preservice mentoring relationships, I
wonder if the elements would be different if the relationships had not been
collegial? Would the definition change to include caveats or warnings?
Would the definition be more tentative? Negative case analysis could lead to
the identification of issues and problems that could be addressed in a mentor
training program.
-What are some signposts and markers that signify turning points in the cooperating
teacher/student teacher relationship?
In this study, the participants did point to specific turning points in their
preservice mentoring relationships. If more relationships were studied, then
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perhaps a pattern of turning points would emerge to serve as guidelines to
inform mentoring practice. If students, cooperating teachers, and supervisors
knew that certain turning points were predictable and developmental, it could
make the student teaching experience less stressful and more productive for all
participants.
-How have previous mentoring relationships influenced the participants?
Each participant in the study was asked to reflect on past mentoring
experiences to flesh out their understanding of mentoring. The interviews
revealed commonalities in past mentoring experiences among the participants.
The cooperating teacher, in particular, talked about how the early positive
mentoring she received from her father affected the way she mentored student
teachers. Previous mentor models may directly correlate to the capacity a
person has to be a mentor or to be mentored. Noteworthy is the fact that this
study yielded three successful mentoring relationships.
-Would a successful mentoring relationship occur without the support of a school
university partnership? Is a rigorous placement process necessary to ensure successful
relationships during student teaching? Although the study demonstrates the value of a
good match at the outset of the mentoring relationship, is it worth the cost? Is the
mentoring of preservice teachers a naturally occurring phenomenon that does not
require the investment of time and resources?
The study described how a rigorous placement process within the context of
the school university partnership assured a good match and a good foundation
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from which to build a successful mentoring relationship. Although it is
expensive in terms of time and resources for a preservice program to design
and implement a placement process based on observation and interview, is
certain to be beneficial when there is ownership in the process. A study that
looks at preservice mentoring placement is timely, because many teacher
preparation programs still do not take the placement process seriously.
Random matches are often made by clerical staff and non-teacher educators.
-How well does the operational definition of preservice mentoring fit a more generic
definition of mentoring? Can this definition of preservice mentoring be generalized to
include other mentoring relationships?
While the definition of preservice mentoring is specific to this study, it is
possible other mentoring relationships follow the same pattern and have the
same goals. When the professional development of the protege is paramount,
and the mentor is committed to support and challenge them in this process, the
findings should be generalizable. Although all relationships may not go
through the phases in the same time frame, the relationship will most likely
follow a predictable pattern similar to what this study found.
-What influence would knowing when participants are in a particular phase have on
preservice mentoring relationships?
The study pointed to four distinct phases in the preservice mentoring
relationship. However, the participants did not know ahead of time to expect
phases. It would be beneficial to study the phases in more detail to guide others.
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-What influence does the time frame of student teaching have on preservice mentoring
relationships? Is it the structure? the expectations? the match? that makes
mentoring relationships appear to work within this relatively short time frame?
The studied revealed that although student teaching is only sixteen weeks long,
the relationship did follow the same predictable patterns of much longer
mentoring relationships. The placement process, confirmed the semester
before student teaching, helped because the initiation phase had already begun
and trust so necessary for successful relationships was building before the
semester actually began. The structure of the ETEP and its belief in fostering
mentoring also contributed to its success.
-Is gender a factor in the way student teachers view mentoring?
The male student teacher in the study had difficulty uncovering a specific
mentoring experiences. He admitted he was "independent to a fault" and not
especially open to mentoring. Would a study focusing on gender differences
point to a similar pattern?

Are women more open to mentoring? Are they

more open to establishing relationships? The feminist research base may
provide a good point of reference for this study.
By addressing the above questions, educators may gain further insight into the
mentoring processes that take place during student teaching. It is important for
researchers and practitioners to work together to establish a preservice mentoring
knowledge base to strengthen the bridge between preservice practice and induction
into teaching.
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APPENDIX A

CONSENT FORM
A Case Study of Mentoring Processes in the Student Teaching Component of an
Elementary Preservice Teacher Education Program

I, Marion F. Templeton, am a graduate student in the Elementary Teacher Education
Program at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. I am currently conducting research
on mentoring in preservice teacher education as my dissertation.
Your participation in this project will provide useful information on this topic. You qualify
for participation in the study because of your present or past involvement with the
Elementary Teacher Education Program. If you accept my invitation to participate, you will
be agreeing to be interviewed one to three times about your mentoring experiences with the
program. Each interview will last sixty to ninety minutes.
Participation in this study is strictly voluntary. Whether or not you choose to participate,
you may withdraw from the study at any point without jeopardizing your involvement with
the Elementary Teacher Education Program or with me as the researcher.
All interviews will be conducted by me, audiotaped, and later transcribed by me or a
professional typist. Pseudonyms will be substituted for the names of the participants. Use of
the contents of the interviews and/or my analysis of them will be limited to my dissertation,
journal articles, presentation, and other purposes related to my work as a teacher educator.
In the event that I wish to use your interview in any other way, I will contact you for further
consent.
Thank you for your cooperation.

* *****************************************************************************

I,__, have read the above consent form and
agree to be interviewed under the conditions listed herein.

signature of participant

date

interviewer

APPENDIX B

INTERVIEW GUIDE
Probe Questions for Student Teachers

How did your relationship with Anne begin?

How do you define mentoring?

Would you classify this as a mentoring relationship?

How do you distinguish this from other mentoring relationships you have had?

Recall specific instances of mentoring during the early, middle and end of this relationship.
(Particular instances of times when you noticed changes in your relationship in the nature of
mentoring).

How did your relationship change during the 16 week practicum?

What impact has this relationship had on you? on your teaching? on other aspects of your life?

Describe the relationship you have now with Anne?

Do you stay in touch with Anne?

Are you teaching now? Describe situation - mentoring aspects?

How did your relationship with Brian begin?

Reflecting on your earlier definition of mentoring,
relationship?
Need specific questions for each participant....

would you classify this as a mentoring
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RAINBOW MENTORING MODEL
Five Vocational Functions

1. Educating (Teaching, Challenging, Evaluating)
^enhance technical skills and or intellectual development
*provide challenge with constructive criticism
’“evaluating potential
2. Consulting and coaching
♦Consulting: acquainting with political dynamics of power structures of a
community; introduce to professional values, norms, and resources.
♦Coaching: clarifying goals; help to develop personal and professional
standards
3. Sponsoring
♦Providing good press for protege by discussing accomplishments with
colleagues, nominating for key positions, vouching for capabilities
4. Providing visibility and exposure
♦Contact with professional community by accompanying to significant events,
meetings and conferences
5. Protecting
♦Shielding form negative publicity

Four Psychosocial Functions

1. Role Model
♦Provide opportunity for protege to observe the mentor interacting with
significant others, dealing with conflict, balancing personal and professional demands.
2. Encouraging
♦Demonstrating confidence in proteges abilities, building self-confidence by
providing emotional support and positive feedback; motivate to do his/her best.
3. Counseling
♦Discuss fears, anxieties, and uncertainties;provide a forum where protege can
discuss personal as well as career related professional issues.
4. Moving from a Transitional Figure to Friend
♦Assisting a protege to perceive of him/herself as a colleague, peer, or friend
whose assistance and IDEAS are valued.
(From a superior to a colleague)
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RAINBOW MENTORING MODEL
Four Phases of the Relationship (Kathy E. Kram, 1983)

1. Initiation...set high standards
^Mutual admiration
*High expectations of each other
*Uncertainty:fear of rejection, disappointing the other or being disappointed
*Mentor supportive but extremely demanding..sets high standards
*Protege complacent
2. Cultivation."Tricks of the trade"
*Teach "Tricks of the trade"
*Publicize achievements/promote protege
^Protect and shield them
*Shift from one-way helping to mutual exchange
*Protege more assertive, offer suggestions and corrections
*Peer like relationship
* Caring
^Implicit trust
3. Separation .Di sillusionment
*With onset, may be disillusioned with each other-fantasies replace by reality
(Kram, 1980)
*Reality-based relationship-recognize each other’s shortcomings (Phillips,
1977)
*"Push and pull" in relationship
*"A process of psychological disengagement" tends to occur (Phillips, p. 94)
4. Redefinition .Warm, caring friendship
*After Separation: relationship undergoes a gradual transformation
*Levinson et al. (1978) compare it to a painful divorce (p.ll)
*Either a warm and caring friendship ensues OR a parting of the ways takes
place
*Share equally in each other in concern over the each other’s development

APPENDIX D
KRAM RELATIONSHIP CONSTELLATION

Source: Adapted from Kathy Kram, 1985

Program Director

Family
Members
Resourceperson

Cooperating
Teacher
Focal Person

Professors

Outside School
Friends

Peers
Elementary
Students

Each relationship constellation includes those relationships that provide mentoring
functions for this focal person.
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